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Foreword
Although Blake never stated which poems and engrav-
ings illustrate the various stages of his n^sticism, I have
made an attempt in this paper to classify these stages as
they appear both in his engravings and in his poems. The
author is indebted to Professor Mather for the help and
Inspiration given in the classification of the poems and to
Professor Bailey for assistance rendered in the classifica-
tion of the ei^ravings.
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William Blake created art In two realms of human
effort. He wrote poetiy and engraved pictures. Of these
two activities, we shall endeavor to make a careful study
to better understand the poet and the engrraver.
William Blake used poetry and engravii^ as agents
to eiqpress the vital xinceasing search of his spirit for the
ultimate truth. His ^rmbollsm, the method of his search
for the truth, is elaborate; it extends through production
after production and carries a burden of meaning v/ith it.
To bring a fair understanding to the sweep of his poetry
and to his engravings we must consider not only the method
of this owstic (for with Evelyn Underhill one would readily
agree that William Blake was a mystic^), but we must learn
his meaning of mysticism, its characteristics or stages,
and we must learn the use he has made of mysticism in his
poetry and in his ergravings.
Besides the element of mysticism there are three
other elements vhlch we must study if we would know the true
Blake. These are the element of Romanticism, the element
of emotion, and the element of technique. If we have a fair
knowledge of these four, we ought to get a fairly broad
picture of Blake’s poetry and engravii^s. We oiaght really
to know the man, Blake.
1. Moody, V/illa, Ivfcrsticism in the Poetry of William Blake .
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ITHE ELExMENT OF MISTI CISM

THE ELEI-ENT OF MTSTICISM
Its Meaning
I^ysticism Is the e^erience or ecstasy of those
who claim to attain insight in vision or sense of absorption
in, or union with the divine spirit or the Ultimate Being.
A nystic, according to Evelyn Underhill, is the type that in
seeking Truth follows the paths of love, beauty, pain, and
religion, to ’’find through them, the revelation of the
Ultimate and to experience in them their communion, the
^iritual Reality, the source and the goal of all truth.
The mystic is one who pushes the search for Absolute Truth
from theory to practice, to include "the experiences of
religion, of beauty, of love of pain, as ways to lead to the
finding of the Ultimate and to the communion with that
Ultimate."^ The mystic denies that possible knowledge is to
be limited by sense, or by a process of "intellectation" or
by the unfolding of normal consciousness. Rather is it that
the will of the mystic is united with the emotion in an ardent
desire to transcend the sense world, to know and commune with
the eternal object of love. This passion so irradiates the
personality that it creates a distinct type of man or woman.
The mystic is unworldly, caring not at all for the adulation
of men, the comforts and luxuries of physical existence; he
1. Moody, Willa, Mysticism in the Poetry of WilllaB Blake , p. 13
efiOxiJ lo -^jraBJ-ao© 10 eocaiiec^s ad^ el jzelotiey^:
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SX
.q .e^^Xg msiXXlVv xo \r^l60g edl gl ,©iXiV/
.vJjOoV .1
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Is sensitive emotionally to the exalted values of life, for
he loves all high and holy things 'which might open to him
the e^qperienoe of the Eternal Reality.
The mystic’s plane of spirit is the home of all his
efforts either in external manifestation or in contemplative
life. If it is true that every artist must he somewhat of a
n^ystic, then the spark of intuition which dwells within him
must imbue him with the desire for e^^ression, and through his
expression some concept or some thought of truth - some frag-
ment of loveliness - may be presented to other human souls.
Absorbed in this realm of intuitional Reality, he denies all
of the world and all of its sense report to seek and to know
the truth.
William Blake most appropriately says he sees
’’through" not "with the eye.” He is justified in saying it,
for in the quiet of contemplation he endeavors to pierce
through all the externals of human experience to the meaning
beyond. To sense report is added all the processes of logical
reasoning, analyzing, comparing, classifying, or theorizing
of principles. "But these activities are only a small province
of knowledge and a launching point in truth, for launching
into the Infinite."^
Near to this goal are the experiences of religion, of
1. Moody, Willa, Mysticism in the Poetry of William Blake
, p. 15
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a 'to i'ijdv.aiMoa ed ^axm; ^eii'rs Y^sve Sini ai ii /il ,otl£
mid aidiiw sLlevfb daliisv aoitlsj^al lo iiaas od^ xxetiJ jOiJa’^
aid d^oncld fcne ^ciolaae-iqxa lol ©“siaed sd^ dS iv/ tain ©jjdmi isimi
-^•yl emoa - diin^ ^dsuoxic? ©moc do dqsonuo eir.oe noiasaicpce
.aisjoB asawu ladJo oi Jbe-ifraaodq ©d v^sm - aaealievol "ko iaeni
1L& 88iJri8b 8d L^Cil^tsJial mlB©*! aidd al Ladioadk
wcraf Co tJiB 71893 oi Jnoqsi ©sooe aii 1:0 XXb bus &i*itw odd "io
•dJim^ 8£iJ
ae©a exi a^jss ’sti^dBiiqodqcp iawc ©iaXXI raeiXIiW
,Ji sai\ifi8 ni doniJaift ai »H ".ave sdo ddiw” ^oc «d&y;.daJ”
©ortsiq siovjeeXn© ®xi no ijjsXqmadnoo 'Xo adi al lol
^ifliiiBsm ©xij' uj so£J9idai_;X© aSd'Sia l:u BX&ndQ^so ©xii' XXb d’giyodiii
Xsoisoi- aoaasociq ©dJ XXb XedfiB ai ^'so^o'i. 9S£t9e oT .backed
"^liaiioadd ric ^gaai^iiaeBlo .^isv.XsiiS ,:3£slxioaB©i
©oxiivo'iq iXsflia & 'v.Xxia eis aaiilv Itos ©aeriJ Jjxd” .aoiqioiiiiii lo
^iaOiittsX lo'i ,ddcn:^ al iaioq g^iidoxiUBX b dccB a^baiwoirit ‘io
edJ oiai
lo .uoi-TriXet lo eeoaslieqx© 9£«i 3*i.q Xbgs aidj oi tseYi.
ex .q - sXjsXg mgiXIiW vTsieog. odi al ,elXiV/ .y^boall .i
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paln, of pleasure, of beauty, and of love. All these states
of consciousness In which emotions are awaizened may be pre-
eminently passive. For art is created; thus is the soul in
tune with the rhythm of the All-seeking, to execute Itself in
outward manifestation. Again Blake says that nothing is
pleasing to God except, the "Glad invention of beautiful and
exalted things.’*^
Its Characteristics
Having a little better understanding of the meaning
of mysticism and having noted the effect it has upon the life
of the artist, it might be well to study the characteristics
or stages of mysticism, so we may better understand the
experiences the artist is having as he travels from one stage
to the other along the mystic way. Summarizing the experiences
of many mystics, Evelyn Underhill finds there are seven of
these stages of the soul progress. They are: the awakening -
the purgation - the illumination - rapture - the dark night of
the soul - surrender - and the Unitive Life. Each one of
these stages will now be taken up in turn and treated separately.
'’The Awakening” is the first stage; it will be considered first.
1. Moody, Willa, Mysticism in the Poetry of William Blake
, p. 15
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Tiae Amteeniiig of the SouI »
An Infant in the normal xmfolding of consciousness
learns to know itself; he feels his needs, and acts to
satisfy them. The center of the child’s world is himself.
But soon in the development of the individtial comes
the realization that there is a world of other things and
other people about him with its own desires and needs. The
individual becomes a social being and very soon the social
consciousness begins to modify the character of the individ-
ual. In the mystic, this process is intensified, for the
plane upon which his emergence takes place is not that of the
human or the material, but is the direct revelation of the
Absolute. This realization of the Ultimate Reality breaks
the first barrier of the self in the perception of something
beyond its circle of impulse and activity. '’In giving this
vision, it impresses the subject of the wide gulf between.
The result is an oscillation between pleasure at the contem-
plation of the divine, and pain - at the disparity between
self and the vision."^ There must be more than an acceptance
of the revelations, when one enters upon the mystic way -
there must be an active relation set up between self and the
vision. When one is about to enter the f/^rstic Way the
Presence sends a direct appeal or gives a commission. This
1. Moody, Willa, Mysticism in the Poetry of ?/illiam Blake
, p. 16
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Individual touch arouses the heroic love, for the Divine
enkindles a high pvirpose, and the will becomes active and
dominant. ?.!an is conscious of his Sonahip to God and
immediately is stirred to live and act according to the
relation.
The Purification of the Soul .
Then purgation begins - the second stage. Into
life enters a new criterion. ”A divine plumb-line is dropped
into the tiny circle of individual existence and the period
of self knowledge begins.”^ Previously the sense recorded
only finitude; now Infinity breaks upon it and its limitations
are clearly perceived. The mystic with courage undertakes
the task of purification. With eyes steadfast on the Object
of Love, it is a joy and a delight to him to deny himself and
to overcome all desires. All his energies are unified on the
higher center and the acts of self-denial and self-sacrifice
are only natural. The world and its trappings is perceived
as temporal, limited, illusory; it becomes the soul’s business
to free itself from all domination of the earthly sense.
The Illumination .
The third step - one partially attained by many art-
ists is that of illumination. This stage is the normal outcome
1. Underhill, Evelyn, Mysticism , p. 240-246
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of the preceding two e^erlences, that of awakening and that
of puigation. There is an initiation into the knowledge of
the inner plan of life and the universe. The soul beholds
the fountain of life; it perceives the Light that is the
source of all light. There comes the realization of a God-
centered cosmos supplanting all the illusions of a self-
centered world. The eyes of the ^irit are opened inwards
toward the immortality of the soul and the powers of percep-
tion are exalted until they are able to perceive messages of
this higher degree of reality. These messages of the higher
degree of reality become the fruit of this period of the
Llystic Way, It depends upon the recipient of these messages
just what is the measure of illumination that results. Those
who drink deeply, as did Blake, gain the power of looking
long into the abyss of Infinite Divinity. Temporarily, the
mind of the recipient of messages is unified on this plane,
having endured the purgation and having attained a conscious-
ness of Divine Truth. The disposition, the capacity of the
individual will now determine the depth and richness of this
consciousness. The country of the soul wherein the mystic
enjoys his wanderings is Bethlehem, but even here he isn't at
the end of his journey for the J^ystlc Way leads on to Calvary.
There are, throughout this entire period of illumination,
spiritual visitants, visions, automatic conv^ing of messages,
periods of ecstasy and rapture. The mystic claims that maji
may test the validity of his visions and his voices by the way
bna intn32Le,’fi& *to i&di ,890aoi‘i9q£e owJ sxxlbeosrtq ariJ lo
1:0 9?|3&Xv70113£ 9d^ o^ni oB ai s’leaT .aol 3»gii:q lo
ebXod^cf XiioE .aertevixii; arl^ brja elii lo riBXq lermi eiiJ
9rl? ai tiigiil eti? asviecieq il ;elXi lo alsiniscH 6 J.i^
“i)oO B liw floX3ialXs8i edi" ssmoo aned^ .Jdail LLb lo eotiJOB
-IXee b lo suoissiiXi edJ XXs gjciJ/iEXqqua sotnaoo beie^neo
ab'jswai beaeqo 8is tliXqa sdi l:a &ov.s edV .fcXiow fcoieto&o
-qaOTtaq aiewoq odt biss Xaoa exi^ b'lawo^
1:0 ssgflassxn avXaO'tei.t cJ eioxs ©*I3 lHhsj oQiL&xs ^b smli
•sedsid ed^ lo aa^saaem eaeril' 'lo eeri^b ledBid aldJ
ed.J '10 f)0.t*xeq sidJ Ic Jiircl edi exiiooecf ^^XXb©'2 'io seiss^b
ae^BSsm ssod^ io. ufisXqioei ed^ noqx; abxioqsb .^*V.
©aoxiT .aiiXxxaan ^sdo- aoi^i5ixiai.Xii 1:0 adi zi i&da taxjQ
-•-iiidooX i6woq 8x1 i rrXs3 ,8Ji3iS »li> ee j^^Xqeeb 3dsi*sb ooa
ed^ ,)i±l'X£'icqfl©T i.a IG. eJXxiIlnl 'io ©txxT oml
,
0xiBiq cid^ no bei^im; ei sa^eaoui Jxioiqioei 9di to balm
-ZiSQiozaoo B bmlBttB :gnlvsd bae. aoIfB^irq &dt bo-xobxia ^ivBii
9fiJ 'lo Xo.ft.]j^-so 9dJ ,xio itX aoqa ifc sd* .dlirtT anivlG 20 bsha
B ldi to Bsoiidoi'i brxa xi^q8b ^xi^ gxxinraeJab won iX.fw
X^jublvibtii
oitByp 9d^ aie'ioifcv inoa ©xl^ “io ^ji^furoo edT . aseKst/oioanco
iB 8xi oitod neve ixxcf jaiedeXrl^eS ai 8*^£'X 3bn8v/ aid a^ot,ii8
.'^b'tLbO oi no atwaeX .^sW oiia^.I eda 10 't ^exi’ixaoi aixi lo bne ed?
.noiasniKinXIi lo boi-isq ©liJflS eixiJ tisosi^cndt .©is oiedT
,a8saeaa.u lo s^Xiievnoo oliBoioissB ,anoieiv ^aJitsJiaiv XenJi’iXvia
miffl Jsdi amiJsXo oXia^i enT .s-xolqBi bra v;&sJ80e lo sboiioq
voff edl aeoiov aid bm erxoiaiv aid lo 'litblL'^v Qtit tzei \'sai
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they enhance his life. Another test is that of seeing how
near the vision draws the heart of God. The suspension of
all surface interests or distractions and the centering of
all the mind and heart in a devout and complete gazing into
the heart of God will brii^ about a state of hximility and a
state of receptivity - a necessary condition for the inpour-
ings of the all - so that the union may finally be
consvumiated.
Raptvire and Ecstasy .
'•While the foregoing states - the visions and the
messages - are carefully sought, in rapture the self is swept
liberally by the Ineffable and caught in very truth in the
cloud of glory. The ecstasy is the pure intellectual vision
of the great and good God, for the purpose of communicating
high and noble thoughts. The mind at this stage forgets itself
coii5)letely - the experience fore-shadowing the Ultimate Unitive
Life when the soul passes into God. This process contributes
2greatly to the goal of the I^ystlc Way - that of Deification.
The Dark Kight of the Soul .
Then there comes the dark night of the soul. The
plane of ecstasy has brought on psychic fatigue and psychologi-
1. Underhill, Evelyn, Ivtysticism
. p. 288
2. Moody, Wllla, I/Ivsticism in the Poetry of V/illiam Blake
, p. 21
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reaction. There is, too, a realization that the way leads
far beyond and to attain the Ultimate means to descend to the
depths again to consummate the complete purity needed.
The Surrender .
Often there is a withdrawal on the part of God to
test the ability of the person to arouse himself to seek Him
anew. This calls for a surrender or the sixth step of the
way, a time when old centers of consciousness are obliterated
aixi the new are substituted. Self or the individual is
con5)letely abandoned so that Divinity may be established in
the person. Then the soul is bowed in utter acquiescence to
the purposes of God.^
The Unltive Life .
The abandon of the Individual initiates the Unitive
Life, the time when the Soul is bowed to utter acquiescence
to the will of God. This Unitive Life is a life filled with
service. The previous stages have been quiet, solitary,
contemplative. This final stage brings out the intuitive and
practical abilities within the subject; the mystic at this
stage is now free to describe his e^eriences. The new activ-
ity gives more material for oiir examination. The personalities
1. Underhill, Evelyn, I'.lvsticism
.
p. 493
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absorbed in part from the Absolute, though returning to live
in the world of practicality are not of it. The source of
their life (two personalities) springs from levels unrelated
to common humanity aid elusive to all its standards and rules.
This task of making contact with two levels of existence, the
human and the Absolute, is difficult, for the mystic has a
recourse to dangerous symbolism, characterizing the experience
as Deification. By '‘Deification" is meant the transmutation
of the self in God, or as spiritual marriage - the union of
the soul with God. The true mystic claims his absolute
Sonship to God here and now, for he has conformed himself to
the various tests of Sonship; he has passed through the seven
stages of the I/^stlc Way.
The Part Liysticism Plays in Blake's Poetry
%sticism has seven stages. Blake's theory of
mysticism had seven stages but the stages vary a trifle. Blake
changed the original stages to suit his own manner of thinking
and believing. Prom the n^sticism of Swedenborg, he developed
a Blakean mysticism lAhich began with the state of Innocence
rather than with a state of awakening. He felt that the
innocence of youth must have a place in the scheme of things,
for he believed that intuition which told youth all things was
important and necessary. His poems from the "Songs of Innocencd'
reveal his feelings concerning it.
erlL Qt -.cilcnuiQi ,e;nXc»d., exlJ moi^ n«i at bed-xosda
\o Oflc ..Ji '10 -loa ©i£ v,^lXiuoiioB*X'^ ^o l^i'IOv^ Qdi
at
b&iBle'icaj eieveX aioi^ asniaqe iaoitiX^noaieq ov/*) e^lX iled^
. 8©Iin bi'.& Bh'iBtii&iQ aJi fJlii 0^ evlawXo i>is3
C'^fiEnoo oJ
Bdi ,6^)il^>^3lxe U aXevsX owi dnw joaJnoo saljfsia lo sirlT
s a£ri 9dl 101 ,^Xaomix> ai .o^aXoad/i aa? Lob
OB^’d
©oaeii9ii*:9 ©>U -yii ,ciaIXocl-!\ia aao*ia:^b
aeiuooai
aoi?aJai;.3a3ii ed.^ ^nsom al '’aciJsollloCI” \;e
.itoXXaonXaCI a^
•to cGina 9d? - 9^iii«£a lst;;rJlilq3 sa to ,i>o3 at lies
9d^ lo
sialueds sXd sffiir,Xo oiie^sm ocriX arlQ} .coO iao2
©dt
oJ lX©Bii:iri i)©.irso-iaoD a.'kl e*. lol ,woa bas ©ion boO o?
qliiaaob
flsvoa ©d^ asiTOidrr add ©d ;qidaiio3 lo s^a©^
aaoiiBv srl^
Diia^I edJ lo ae^s^a
a'edBlg gX a-^sX^. aglM^s^c' ..gi^
10 ^oeril a'sMaXe .ao^la iievea ssd aaiol^E^^X
©xbXS .9XlI'i^ B \7tsv asssXB ©dJ X«d ^9*^^a xisvoa
isBd nieloXXa^
r-dX:liXd? lo laaami mo aid ^li*a ol ee'^s^a Xani-alio ©dJ
bei^do
b9qoX9v?i» &d .s-iodrEsbewc, 'io maloiiav/fi od^ moi'5 .•^Ivslled
bns
eoiieournil lo oiBiz oAi xi^iv; .iB^d dolri?^ taaioldaxya
osejiBia b
©di djsdJ ii©l ©H .-2;ihiQ:3imB lo ©iBda a dJlv.'
a&di ledctei
,s^fdd 10 emedoz edJ ai ©-oeXq b evad daom ddwo^d lo eoaeooaai
am ST^ldS £U dtoo^i Mod aoidw aoXJiu^ni tend bovalled od lol
•bonoooxial lo a^uS" ad3 moii aaisoq elH .\:iB8e0O9n biia
Jnsdiocgnl
.Jl ^Imeoxioo a^liesl sld iaevai
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Following the stage of innocence, is the stage of
awakening wherein inspiration takes the place of innocence.
A contrast is brought out between the innocence of the Songs
of Innocence" and the inspiration of the "Songs of Experience."
The awakening stage is followed by the stage of
experience wherein the codes of reason darken the understand-
ing of men. A contrast is made between reason and inspira-
tion, Blake decrying the scientists and the educators, while
affirming faith in the imagination and intuition of the soul.
The stage of experience fo;ind in the "Songs of
Experience" is followed by the puigation, which in turn is
followed by the illumination stage, the dark night of the
soul, and the Unitive Life. After the stage of ea^erlence
Blake clings more closely to the theories of mysticism as
they have been imparted by Evelyn Underhill.
Blake started at the age of fowc seeing fairies and
witnessing fairy funerals in his Imagination. At the age of
twelve he was hearing God’s voice. Later he was known to
have spoken to Ezekiel and to Socrates. In these early
stages of youth Blake might not have been called precociously
mystical. But in later years he had adopted a close commun-
ion with God. His youthful mysticism was a naturalistic
mysticism in which he felt a love for flowers, birds, and other
living things; it lacked self control which was to destroy self.
His later mysticism was a spiritual mysticism wherein self was
•XI-
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glven up entirely toward a fvision vdth the Ineffable Being.
It is strange how throughout the various stages of Blake's
mysticism one gets no hint of Christian mysticism, which
involves self-denial and self-negation. Blake denies him-
self no physical needs to achieve his goal. He has food,
clothing, and shelter; his utter lack of responsibility in
life seemed to secure for him a more rapid spiritual happi-
ness. Even though we get no hint of a Christian mysticism
anywhere in Blake, we do know he believed in a spiritual
mysticism. For this spiritual mysticism he never tried to
find an explanation, for he thought a deep faith and a trust
was all that was necessary. These he had. He expresses
this faith in these words:
"Nor is it possible to thought
A greater than itself to know."
From this spirltiial mysticism of i^wedenborg Blake
developed a mysticism of his own which began with a state of
innocence rather than with a state of awakening. Let us
note in vfaat poems this stage of iimocence exists.
The Part the Ctage of Innocence Plays in Blake 's Poetry .
The first expression of Blake's spirit of innocence
appeared in his "Poetical Sketches" which were written when he
was twenty-one years old. He has little to offer other than
1. Yeats, V/. B., Poems of William Blake
, p. 80
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the spirit of innocence, for our inquiry, for this volume
contains his descriptive poems and his soiags of lighter vein.
The second impression lies in "The Songs of Innocence" which
vsere written twelve years later. These give his character in
true sincerity. They are sinq)le and spontaneous poems yet
we find in them the glad ecstasy of a child awalcening to the
glory of the world with a beautiful faith in loveliness. We
ourselves can recollect the time when our feet never tired of
investigating the mysteries that lay beyond each rise of the
meadowland. Then we accepted the world without suspicion of
its troubles. What sorrows came to us disturbed only the
surface of things and passed away "like little ripples down a
sunny river. In just the same way the world seems entirely
happy to the newly initiated nystic. Intuition tells him all
things; he reasons little more than does a child. Innocence
is free; it needs no laws. It is happy since it is un-
sophisticated. V/hen trouble comes to others, it is ready
with the oompletest sympathy though without understanding.
All help each other, as the glow-worm lights the way for the
lost emmet. When wolves break in on the sheep, the lions
are there to guard the slain lambs in the immortal home. The
only God is Christ, the kind Father to \fliiom children were
always dearest. It need not be only children who can enjoy
such a state. Any person who has not undergone an embittering
1. Damon, 3. Foster, William Blake-His Philosophy and Symbols
.
Chap. 71, p. 39
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oontact with the vrorld is yet innocent and may enjoy with BlaJce
such a state of innocence as we find in those exquisite gems
which by name are called ’’The Lamb”, ’’Infant Joy", ’’The Chimney
Sweeper”, and "The Little Blade Boy”.
A deeper note of mystical esperience is felt in "The
Divine Image” wherein Mercy, Pity, Peace, and Love are the
human qualities that reveal God in man and they are also the
bases for mutual understanding. Allow me to quote:
"For Mercy has a human heart;
Pity a human face;
And Love, the human form divine;
And Peace, the human dress.
"And all must love the human form.
In heathen Turk or Jew
V/here Mercy, Love, and Pity dwell.
There God is dwelling, too.”
the
the
How like a mystic for Blake to have God himself (in
form of vapour) guide the boy who was lost in the poem called
"Little Boy Lost' These are his words;
"The mire was deep and the child did sweep.
And away the vapour flew.”^
The Part that The Awakening Plays in Blake* s Poetry .
In Blake’s later childhood, he began to feel the
presence of God. It seemed as if God had been a "personality
thrown out of the world of Eternity into his world of Innocence
1. Yeats, W. B., Poems of William Blake
, p. 52
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to appear there for an instant and then return to his owi
true dwelling-place."! This spiritual dwelling place of
God which Blake visited was so real to him that his poetry
echoes its nQrsteries and portrays its characteristics.
The child has now grown older. No longer is he
innocent. The restrictions of law, imposed in the name of
reason, begin to bring sorrow to him. There is built a
wall that begins to dull perception, but the ^irit may still
free itself fmm the shadow of a jealous law. Blake true
to his glad awakening in the mystic way, points to a "deliver-
ance from this shadow of the law through a faithful following
2
of instinct and divine liberal impulse." Inspiration from
now on, shall do the work of innocence.
If we turn to "The Songs of Ssqperience" we shall
see that Blake pictures the two contrary states through which
the soul must pass. \7hen Blake speaks on his title page of
"contrary states of the human soul" he is using the word
•contrary’ in a general sense. He assures us that neither
state - innocence or escperlence - "has the force to change
the other, that all things are holy and that nature is
3infinite." But some one may ask, vhat are these two con-
trary states. He may mean those "contrary states of heaven
1. Berger, Blake. Poet and ivlvsti c. Chap. I
2. bwlnbume, A. C., Life of William Blake
, p. 128
3. Moody, V/illa, Mysticism in the Poetry of William Blake, p. 31
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and of hell” or "reason and energy” which, when "married”,
result In progress. Beeching says, "Blake represented ‘love*
in his ‘Songs of Innocence* and ‘hate* in his ‘Songs of
Experience'.^ Beeching continues by saying that Blake deals
in his "Songs of ihq)erlence" with the evil passions he
intends as pictures of states as equally necessary states to
hunoan progress as those states of love and joy described in
“Songs of Innocence.” Blake* s object in writing these “Songs
of Innocence" was to set forth and impress upon children the
idea of true religion, while, in his "Songs of Experience",
to expose for the sake of their elders, its common counterfeit.
These contrasts are presaated in a most imaginative and a
most delightful way, never in a didactic way.
The Contrasts as Brought Out in the Poems of " Songs of
Innocence and Experience."
These feelings of true religion and their opposites
may be illustrated in. the following ways. Take for exanple
"The Clod and the Pebble”, a poem containing two contrasted
ideas of love, the unselfish in the first stanza bringing true
happiness and the selfish in the third stanza bringing unhappi-
ness:
"Love seeketh not itself to please.
Nor for Itself hath any care
But for another gives its ease.
And builds a heaven in hell‘s despair.
1. Ker, \y. P., Essays and studies by Members of the English
Association
. Vol. Ill, Chap. VII, pp. 143-144
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”So sung a little clod of clay.
Trodden with the cattle’s feet.
But a pebble of the brook
V/arbled out these metres meet:
’•Love seeketh only self to please.
To bind another to its delict
Joys in another’s loss of ease.
And builds a hell in heaven’s despite."
’’The Nurse’s Song" in "Songs of E^qperience" is contrasted
with the one by the same name in "Soi^s of Innocence." The
genuine affection of a true nurse in the latter is quite the
contrary to the selfish jealousy of the nurse in the former,
1
who is masquerading under a cloak of solicitude. We note
this difference in such words as these from "The Songs of
Innocence";
’•When the voices of children are heard
on the green.
And laughing is heard on the hill,
heart is at rest within cay breast.
And everything else is still.’’
While in the ’’Songs of S3q)erlence’’ we hear
"When the voices of children are heard
on the green.
And whisper!i^s are in the dale.
The days of my youth rise fresh in my mind.
My face turns green and pale."
As "The Chimney Sweeper" and "Holy Thursday" in "The Songs of
Innocence" illustrate for children the divine virtue of pity,
in their parallels from "The Songs of Experience" we find a
stern rebuke to such of their elders as think it an ordinance
of the creator, that their foul chimneys should be swept by
1. Ker, 7/. P., Essays and Studies by Menhers of the English
Association . 7ol. Ill, Chap. 7II, p. 145
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little boys and that joyless asylums should herd together
unfortunate orphans.^
While from the parallels in "The Soi^s of Exper-
ience" we hear this rebuke:
"And because I am happy and daice and
sing.
They think they have done me no
injury.
And are gone to praise God and His
priest and king,
V/ho make up a heaven of our misery."
"Is this a holy thing to see
In a rich and fruitful land,-
Babes reduced to misery.
Fed with cold and usurous hand?"
It is interesting to note the contrast between "The
Lamb" and "The Tiger". In "The Lamb" we learn how Blake
felt about the world when he was quite young. In "The Tiger"
he is five years older and we no longer find love and beauty
in common life, but quite the reverse. This feeling is the
2
result of knowing both the good and evil. Or might one
interpret the contrast as being a type of a new heaven on
earth in the first and nature "red in tooth and claw* in the
second? There is no question but that the tiger gains in
sublimity from contrast with the lamb. The poem reaches its
sublime moment in these words;
1. Ker, W. P., Essays and studies . Vol. Ill, Chap. 7II, p. 145
2. Brooke-Stopf ord. Studies in Poetry
, p. 22
3. Ker, V/. P., Essays and Studies . 7ol. Ill, Chap. 7II, p. 146
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"V/hen the stars threw down their spears
And water'd heaven with their tears
Did he smile his work to see?
Did he vho inade the Lamb, make thee?"^
In "The Chimney Sweeper" the contrary states are
shown in these lines from "The Songs of Innocence";
"And the angel told Tom, if he’d be a
good boy.
He'd have God for his father, and never
want joy,"
In "Holy Thvirsday" wo note this reaction;
"Oh, vhat a multitude they seemed, these
flowers of London town!
Seated in companies they sit, with
radiance all their own."
The Part the Stage of Experience Plays in Blake's Poetry .
Soon in this period of the awakening in the Iv^stic
Way there comes a realization that these reasonable codes of
law darken the understanding, and that the spirit becomes
encased in the mundane shell. This is the essence of the
lyric, "To Tirzah" in these lines;
"Whatever is bom of mortal birth
Must be consumed with the earth.
To rise from generation free;
Then what have I to do with thee?"
The reasonable code of orthodox law troubles Blake.
He cannot see the justice in burning a child at the stake
because he has expressed himself freely. The child had ad-
1. Yeats, v;. B., Poems of ?/illlam Blake
, p. 74
2. Ibid., p. 84
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mitted a truth as he saw it in these words:
"And Father, how can I love you
Or any of my brothers more?
I love you like the little bird
That picks up crumbs around the
door."^
Because the boy had spoken out of his own heart, the priest,
" bum’d him in a holy place
V/here many had been bum’d before:
The weeping parents wept in vain.
Are such things done on Albion’s
shore?"^
The priest had him burned because the free glad Instinct of
spirit must be cappressed by accepted opinion and iron law.
The same thought is expressed in "I saw a chapel all of gold",
in which the chapel is a symbol of a sacred untouchable
religious code, so holy, "none did dare to enter in."^ Again
in "Infant Sorrow*'^ we find the curse of religious law imposed
by the priesthood.
In this stage of awakening Blake brings out a con-
trast he sees between reason and inspiration.
The Contrast Between
Reason and Inspiration. Blake questions the validity of
Reason as compared to Divine Inspiration; he affirms the truth
of Imagination and the limitation of the deliberative faculty,
reason. Besides decrying the material science of Locke and
Newton, Blake attacks the nature philosophies of Rousseau and
1. Yeats, W. B., Poems of William Blake
, p. 80
2. Rossetti, W. M., William Blake’s Poetical Works
, p. 110
3. Ibid., p. 115
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Voltaire by proclaiming that all the physical world, its
life and its laws when set up as gods are blinding to spiritual
understanding. He says in these words;
•'Mock on, moCk on, Voltaire, Rousseau;
Mock on, mock on; 'tis all in vain!
You throw the sand against the wind.
And the v4nd blows it back again."
"The Atoms of Democritus
And Nev/ton's Particles of Light
Are sands upon the Red Sea shore,
^
Where Israel's tents do shine so bright."
the grain of sand is a symbol of the universe, the wind
breath of God or of Poetic Genius; Israel is the camp
Blessed of the Lord.
It is Interesting to note that Blake's three stages
%stic Way as he sees them are found in the one poem
2
"Auguries of Innocence." In this poem are found
visions of innocence and of ea^erience, and the affirmation of
Blake's faith in imagination and in intuition. Innocence has
the power:
"To see a world in a grain of sand
And a heaven in a wild flower.
Hold iniinlty in the palm of your hand
And eternity in an hour."
Experience discloses that;
"Joy and woe are woven fine,
A clothing for the soul divine;
Under every grief and pine
Runs a joy with silken twine."
Herein
is the
of the
of the
called
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Che affirmation of faith in imagination, the heavenly intui-
tion of the soul, is found in the last lines of the poem.
They read;
”We are led to believe a lie
When we see not thro ' the eye.
Which was bom in a night to perish
in a night.
When the soul slept in beams of light.
God appears, and God is light;
To those poor souls who dwell in Kight;
But does a human form display
^
To those who dwell in realms of Day.”
Of what the mystic has made the awakening stage Blake
has made three stages, those of Innocence, awakening, and
experience. In these three stages of his early lyrical escpres-
sions is found the germ of all his later visions. He toiled
unceasingly,- creating, elaborating, and e^laining symbol
after synbol that these visions might become incarnate in the
lives of men.
The Part Purgat ion Plays in Blake’s Poetry .
Having awakened in the l^rstic Way Blake immediately
directs his mind to the purification of his understanding. He
faces the problems of life, of Instinct, of energy, and of
reason sqviarely. His faith in divine human nature makes for
his success; he is eager to declare the saving power of inspira-
tion. gainst inspiration he places reason. He does this
to show that reason is a cramping power in life and must be
1. Blake, William, Lyrical poems
, p. 174, Oxford Ed.
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puiged of reason before it usurps the place of spirit.
Reason a Cranqping
Power in Life Reason, to Blake, was a malignant
spirit forever struggling with the "Emanation" or the
imaginative side of man, whDse triumph is the supreme end of
the universe. We have his ovoi words to tell us this in;
"My spectre around me night and day
Like a wild beast gxaards my way;
My Emanation far within
Weeps incessantly for my sin."^
Blake felt that reason, if allowed to, would usurp the throne
of the spirit and enslave human energies. He felt that it
would replace religion by a morality and thus become an
abstract objecting "power that negatives everything, that it
would not guide the energies of life but cramp them, with a
2
persistent 'Thou shalt not.’" The poon from which these
lines were taken t"R3y Spectre around me night and day")
represents the mental conflict of fallen man. His intellect
has cast out pleasure and named her "Sin". Everywhere he
tracks her remorselessly, in an effort to subjugate her com-
pletely. But any such domination of one mental activity over
amother is bound to bring misery. The Emanation herself, who
is the inspiration, indicates then this union as a salvation.
According to Berger, Reason or Law, the restrictive
side of the human being which manufactures a steel doctrine -
1. Sampson, John, Lyrical Poems of William Blake
, p. 100
2. Ker, W. P., Essays and Studies . Vol. Ill, Chap. 7II, p. 142
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a moral order - becomes the Spectre of BlaJce's poem, while
the gentle side of pity and tenderness, of Inspiration and
creative fervor is described as the Emanation.^ Blake was
very fond of repeating that "Man in the state of E^erience
has rejected certain lovely aspects of life because they
seem trivial, dangerous, or merely illogical.”^ "Man's
salvation," says Blake, "consists in overcoming this division
of inspiration and reason, in synthesizing everything, in
literally making self whole. When this harmony is attained,
man has transcended the world and is actually living in
eternity.
Inspiration
Conquering "The psychologist of to-day", says Damon,
Reason.
"would speak of the spectre and the ananation as being the
state of the consciousness and the state of the subconscious-
ness." He says that "every artist tries intuitively to unite
them, since all creative moments are the suffusion of the
2former by the latter." In his message from the I<ystic Way,
Blake says, "Inspiration must conquer if the purgation is to be
complete." If it doesn't, the spectre becomes a false God of
materiality and what is capable of light becomes total darkness.
"Each man is in his spectre's power
Until the arrival of that hour
When his humanity awake
And cast his spectre into the lake."^
1. Berger, V/illiam Blake
, pp. 125-127
2. Damon, S. Foster, V/illiam Blake - His Philosophy and Symbols
.
p. 133
3. daiiqpson, John, Lyrical poems of William Blake
, p, 100
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B lake’s Concept
of Purification. Blaice has three phases to his concept
of purgation. The first is that evil recognized will expire
itself, bringing about a purification or a rebirth out of
which the realm of sense will begin to enter into rightful
harmony with life. The second is that the reality of spirit-
ual life is far superior and more lasting than transitory
material existence. The third is that love, which ennobles
and creates must be full and free, but mxist also be suffused
with Eternal Life, if not to be made futile. These three
phases of Blake's concept of purification are found in three
of his later poems. The first concept is found in "Tirlel",
the second in the "Book of Thel", and the third in the "Crystal
Cabinet". The fervor with which Blake pressed his concepts
1
into these poems makes us recognize him as a n^rstlc.
Tirlel, the aged father, represents the religion of
hypocrii^ viaich rules over the body and its sensations.
"Tirlel has wandered far from his source in Poetic Genius, the
beginning of all religion, and he acts contrary to the Creative
Principle. He casts out his brother, Ijim, the Religion of
Fear, and is himself overcome by his sons. With vision gone,
Tiriel wandered in the valley of degenerate poetry. Reason
in the person of tinetha watches over the arts. Tirlel joins
himself to her company by disguising his own identity. Ijim
1. Moody, Willa, Mysticism in the Poems of William Blake
, p. 38
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trles to reinstate his brother and struggle ensues.”^
Four daughters, the senses, perish. Only one (Touch or
Sex) remains to help her blind father back to the Valley
of Har. Tirlel desires reconciliation, but blinded in
material sensuality, he curses this daughter and great
terrors follow indicative of the perversion of life. Then
finally arriving at the castle of his sons, Tiriel announces
his true name and "Evil recognized expires of itself."^
"Purification or rebirth is accoatplished in the death of
Tiriel. The realm of sense enters into the rightful harmony
2
with life and is glorified."
"The Book of Thel", a poem of exquisite symbolic
beauty, follows "Tiriel" quite naturally, Thel, youngest
daughter of the Seraphim, bewails the transitoriness of life
and adl beautiful things. In her lamentation she beholds the
Cloud dying for the life of the flower, the Flower giving it-
self to the Lamb. In their respective ways they tell her
2
that "Eveiy thing that lives, lives not for itself alone."
They tell her that only when she has reached the state of
utter selflessness would she be able to behold steadfastly the
seeming transltorlness of
.
youth and of beautiitil things. Thel
consents to enter into this world; then hearing a dirge about
1. Blake, William, Poet lead V/orks
. p, 67
2. Moody, Willa, livsticism in the Poetry of William Blake
, p. 39
3. Gardner, Charles, Y/illiam Blake, the Ifen
. p, 67
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the shell of sense, she flees back to Eternity. The simple
unified pattern wrought in this poen is descriptive of the
reality of spiritual life as con5)ared to the transitory and
limited material existence.^
The emotional phase of this stage of Purgation is
O
found in "The Crystal Cabinet," wherein Blake enunciates the
idea that love, the emotion of life that ennobles and creates,
should be free and full. He shows, nevertheless, the
futility of it, when not suffused with Eternal Life. Blake
tells in this poem the story of a man viio was locked within a
golden crystal cabinet by a maiden. VVithin^^an finds another
world and another maiden. He kisses her, to find she returns
his kiss with a threefold one. As he tries to seize her -
to love her - the crystal breaks. r.'Ian then returns to find
the old world once more filled with woe, because love these
two people ha4 for each other had been of a physical reaction;
it had not been suffused with Eternal Life, so was futile.
The summation of the purgative stage for Blake
appears in the two prose tractates named "There is Ho Natural
3 4
Religion" and "All Religions are One." In these he says:
"If any could desire what he is
incs^able of possessing, despair must be
his eternal lot."
1. Moody, Willa, Mysticism in the Poetry of William Blake
, p. 40
2. Yeats, W. B., Poems of Y/llliam Blake, p. 123
3. Blake, V/illiam, Lyrical ±^oems
. p. 425
4. Ibid., p. 427
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»»The desires of Man being Infinite,
the possession Is Infinite and himself
Infinite.”
The Part That Illumination Plays in Blake* s Poetry .
Blake shrank from the people in the society in which
he moved, for he thought they mocked him. In so doing he
became more intimate with his own imaginative folk and with
God. The nearer he came to God the more solid God became.
When he came into personal relation with Him, he knew that He
was a person. He believed that a man found his real self
only after he had given himself passionately to Jesus.
From out the mental struggle Blake has had in order
to understand evil and to resolve discord into harmony, he has
come with an unquestioned and an unquestioning faith. Being
close to the reality of ^Iritual life he has asked, "How
shall Infinity be revealed to humanity? How shall the report
of sense be translated into the language of the spirit?**
Infinity Revealed
to Humanity. An answer to his first qxaestion is found
in love 'Which is self-annihilating, since it moves through all
the earth to give ease to another to build **Heaven in a Hell*s
despair.'*^ *’Love*s mission**, says Blake, **is to find the
spirit of the Eternal in sorrow.*’ In ’’V/illiam Bond** we find
1. Blake, William, Lyrical Poems
, p. 179
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it portrayed in these words:
••I thought Love lived in the hot sunshine.
But 0, he lives in the moony light!
I thought to find Love in the heat of day.
But sweet Love is the comforter of night.
"See Love in the pity of another’s woe.
In the gentle relief of another's care.
In the darlaaess of night and the winter's
snow.
With the naked and outcast, seek Love
there,
Herein we see a tiny speck of Christian mysticism
wherein self is annihilated to give ease to another.
Another way for Infinity to reveal itself to humanity
is by submerging selfhood, while listening to the spirit
dictating. Blake often wrote a poem on paper as quickly as
it came to his mind because he said the Eternal Spirit com-
pelled him to do so.
"Europe - A Prophecy" states his claim of the dicta-
tion of the spirit in these words:
" I will write a book on leaves of
flowers
If you will feed me on love-thoughts, and give me now and then
A c\:5) of sparkling poetic fancies
VAien I came
Into my parlour and sat down, and took ray pen to write
Fairy sat upon the table and dictated ’Europe.’"^
"Europe - A Prophecy" stood, for Blake in his rebel-
lious mood, as the symbol of tradition, science, and religion.
It was the dead past. During its long sleep Europe was with-
1. Yeats, W. B., Poems of William Blake
, p. 132
2. Blake, William, Poetry and Prose of William Blake
, pp. 232-233
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out vision, inspiration, art, and true nature. Falling under
the tyranny of the five senses, she believed only so much as
the senses could testify of; hence she was rational, utilitarian,
unimaginative, and ^joyless. But Bla^e believed he had seen
the morning star that heralded the full blaze of the s\in.
The invisible powers who control nations and men were stirring
and preparing their last fearful conflict \nhich should result
in new heavens and a new earth. The angels were at war.
Urizin, Ore, Los, Enitharmon and their many daughters and sons
fight against each other in heaven when on Earth was kindled
in France an earthly counteipart and slJidow of the horrible
conflict. The work of regeneration once begun, could not be
arrested. Passion, fire, energy, all the irresistible things
pent up in hell were let loose. The whole cosmos was dyed
in crimson - and in Infinite pain should come to birth, the
new age, of which the prophets and poets had dreamed in all
ages.
"Europe - A Prophecy” touches the limit of Blake's
rebellion. Blake was to leam that rebellion is a road to
wisdom because it is a species of excess. Excess teaches a
man to know what is enough, and when Blake knew the exact value
of rebellion he was prepared to read the Past afresh, and find
that its treasury contained priceless jewels that he never even
suspected vhile he was passionately searching for some new
thing.
'isbuis . 9’xi;^sfx pnfi ,^•xa ,ao / ja'xiq.eu.t ,cioleiv iPO
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So by annihilatijag selfhood to give ease to another
in times of sorrow and by submerging selfhood while listening
to the spirit dictate, Blake writes poetiy and engraves
pictures to reveal Infinity to humanity.
The Part the Dark Hight of the Soul Plavs in Blake's Poetry .
In the experiences of Blake there appeared the dark
night of the soul; we noted its length by the years of mental
oppression spent at Pelpham. The full glory of rapture came
after he made a decision to leave the pursuit of patronage
and position, and be faithful to the heavenly vision.^
In various ways Blake symbolized the dark night in
his poetry. Blake lays claim to the fact that man is the
universe; the human personality is a reflection of Infinity.
"In the cosmos," he says, "are the divided regions of the
energies; in man are the same divisions which wage bitter
warfare (dark night) among themselves - each one endeavoring
to be supreme and to rule all the others. The divine essence
in man is his responsible free will; through this agency, the
2
Individual has the ability to bring harmony."
Going to history we find Blake explaining it in
this way;
Adam is bom in a state of innocence; he becomes
1. Gilchrist, Alexander, Life of V/illiam Blake . Chap. XVII
2. Moody, Willa, Mysticism in the Poetry of William Blake
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dlvided when his emanation appears in Eve. Mortality is
imposed on them and both are driven from the garden into
experience. Materialism triumphs, moral codes are estab-
lished and the human race is bound in iron. Jesus descends
to reveal the forgotten Infinity of the race, and to demon-
strate the triumphant spiritual life. His work was destroyed
when formulated into church doctrine. Inspiration is
shrouded in darkness again in the oppression of Reason. "The
challenge,” says Blake, ”is to dissipate the dark night by
Christ's religion of Instinct, Imagination, Understanding, and
Forgiveness.”^
A picture of the dominion of Reason may be found in
these words:
”I turn my eyes to schools and Uni-
versities of Europe
And there behold the Loom of Lock
vhose woof rages dire
V/ash'd by the V/ater-wheels of Kewton
cruel works
Of many wheels I view, wheel without
wheel,
with cogs tyrannic
Moving by compulsion each other, not
as those in Eden, which
Wheel within wheel, in freedom revolve
in harmony and peace.
The symbol of the wheel seems a familiar picture if we remember
the many spheres of Milton's and Dante's cosmos. The use of
this metaphor for the rule of Reason appears most appropriate
1. Damon, 3. Foster, Wi Ilian Blake - His i-’hilosophy and Symbols
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for Blake’s Philosophy.
We meet this wheel again in the explication to
religion in these usoirds:
”I stood among iny valleys to the south
And saw a flame of fire, even as a Wheel
Of fire surrounding all the heavens: it
went
Prom west to east, against the current of
Creation and devour'd all things in its
loud
jetiry and thund’ring course round heaven
and earth.
He answered; ’It is the
Wheel of Eeligion.'
I wept and said: ’Is this the law of jesus
1‘his terrible devouring sword turning every
way/’
He answered; ’Jesus died because he strove
Against the current of this Wheel; its name
Is Caiaphas, the dark preacher of Death^
Of sin, of sorrow, and of punishment.”'
Beside education and religion oppressing the spirit
of man. Industry and social conditions continue the darkening
influence. Blake pictures the mechanism of lirlsen thus;
" 'Wheel without wheel
To perplex youth in their outgoings and to
bind to labours
Of day & night the myriads of Eternity that
they might file
And polish brass & iron hour after hour,
laborious worknanship.
Kept ignorant of the use that they might
spend the days of wisdom
In sorrowful drudgery to obtain a scanty
pittance of bread
In ignorance to view a small portion & think
that all.
And call it demonstration, blind to all the
simple rules of life.”^
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Blalce looks at education and religion as they clip the wings
of youth; he views the social and industrial agencies as they
blind the ^irltnal sense. he sees that all is darkness.
He, Impelled by the vision of Eternity, brings his gospel to
give freedom, beauty, and splritxial significance to the
individual.
The Part the Unltive Life Plays in Blake* s Poetry .
Blake was destined to stay three years at Pelphsm,
a "sweet place for study", ^ granted him by a friend named
Hayley. After his return from Felphara, Blake dwelt in two
worlds, the world of reality and the world of the spirit.
There, of course, were vicissitudes in his life in London but
to him they were negligible. Nevermore did he lose his
visions or find his r^tures darkened. He turned to preach
his everlasting gospel, for the forces within him refused to
let him be silent. His heart was full of love and service
for those ^sho wished to hear him he spoke.
Blake’s closing years, accordiiag to Damon, had three
phases of the one truth, namely, spirltiaal pride, forgiveness,
and brotherhood. The principles of these three phases are
2
tightly condensed in his "Everlasting Gospel." This poem
contains a series of challenging epigrams, which defy analysis.
1. Gardner, Charles, William Blake, the Ivlan
. p. 119
2. Yeats, \7. B., Poems of V/illiam Blake
, pp. 109-118
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since their object is to excite the reader by creating lively
iEopressions on his mind. Some of these are;
"To teach doubt and experiment
Certainly was not what Christ meant.”
"Was Jesus bom of a virgin pure
With narrow soul and loolcs demure?”
”V/as Jesus chaste, or did he
Give any lessons in chastity?”
"Did Jesus teach doubt, or did he
Give lessons in philosophy?”
"This life's five windows of the soul
Distort the heavens from pole to pole.
And lead you to believe a lie.
When you see with, not through the eye.”
Each line adds to the grandeur of the figure of the revolution-
ary Jesus reaching a climax in these words;
"This is the race that Jesus ran;
Humble to God, haughty to man.
Cursing the Rulers before the people
Even to the Temple's highest steeple.
And when He humbled Himself to God
Then descended the cruel rod.
'If Thou humblest Thyself, Thou
humblest Me.
'
Thou also dwellst in Eternity.
Thou art a man; God is no more;
own Humanity learn to adore
For that is My i^irit of Life.
Humility is only doubt.
And does the sun and moon blot out.
And leads you to believe a lie
^
When you see with, not through the eye.”
As spiritual pride and brotherhood were expressed in
the above words so forgiveness is noted in "Jerusalem”. In
1. Rossetti, William M.
,
Poetical Works of 7/illiam Blake ,
pp. 151-153
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this poem, the woman taken in adultery is brought before Jesus.
She has profaned her body,- "Love’s temple that God dwelleth
in”- for covetousness, but Blake freely grants her full for-
giveness in these words;
’if i were pure, never could I taste
the sweets
Of the forgiveness of Sins; if I were holy, I
never could behold the tears
Of love of him who loves me in the midst of
his anger in furnace of flre.’'^
Why did Christ come upon Earth? Hot to save the
world from materialism, or sexual strife, but to affirm God in
man. This element, being divine and Eternal through the
agency of the free will, and developing forgiveness, brotherhood,
may rise again to its source, may hamonlze its divisions, may
reconstitute the many into the one. Blake's creed is "not the
assumed humanity of God but the achieved divinity of Man."^
In his myths and symbols, Blake argues that if man
is eternal with a divine nature, all is good. This idealism
is the vision of unity that Blake wishes to bring clearly to the
understanding of man. The Bible has it, "As a man thinketh in
his heart, so is he." If lian carries on creative activity, he
is becoming that which he beholds. If the vision within him
3is infinite, then shall his spirit grow to enconqpass Infinitude.
From such principles as these can be drawn these logical con-
1. Blake, William. Jerusalem . Chap. Ill, p. 666
2. Swinburne, A. C., Critical Essay on William Blake
, p. 240
3. Moody, Willa, Mysticism in the Poetry of William Blake
.
pp. 63-65
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clusions in Blaice's system of morality. That restriction is
evil and a limit of the mundane shell. Desires and aspira-
tions keep before our minds the idea of the Divine and maintain
our hold on Eternity; therefore freely follows the impulses
to incarnate more and more of the divine into life.
In "Jerusalem", the s^plication of the symbol of
harmony is made to earthly relations to demonstrate the likeness
of divine human nature to the Eternal Divinity. The giant
Albion, father of all the races of the earth, reposes in
Beulah's sle^ upon the Island of the sea. The sons and
daughters of Albion live to their own devices in the world, sub-
ject to the oppression of passion and reason warring against
each other. Los and Enithormon plan the awakening of Albion
from sleep to redemption by the creation of the lovely emanation
Jerusalem. Jerusalem is described as c>t. John the Divine
describes her; the city of God prepared for the Lamb "as a bride
for the bridegroom.”^ With the union of Albion and Jerusalem
is brought the lifting of all to the plane of spirit. In
"Jerusalem” we find it worded thus:
"Heaven, Earth and Hell henceforth shall live
in harmony
Ever expanding in the Bosom of God, the Human
Imagination
A Saviour pour upon me thy spirit of meekness
and Love:
Annihilate the selfhood in me: be thou all ray
life! "2
1. Revelations 21:2, The Holy Bible.
2. Blake, William, Jerusalem
. Chap, l, pp. 551-554
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These words egress the attainment of Blake In the
Unltive Life. His days pass in joy and peace with never a
thought of sorrow or despair. His way now is sure in its
progress to the ultimate end. With this surety comes a super-
abundance of activity. His vitality, whether in hours of
health or of suffering seems superhuman. He must finish
"The Last Judgment" and "Job" even if he is confined to his
bed. Yet the end for Blake was one of sheer joy in service.
The Part Mysticism Plays in Blake's Engravings
Blake, the artist, who is inclined toward visualiza-
tion translates his ^irltual e:q)erience into concrete
pictorial designs in terms of color and form. he is often
more impressive than Blake, the poet, for, because of his more
concrete method, he is the more generally understood. The
great fluid visions which surge up before the mind of Blake
are symbolic pictures which represent an actual interior e3q)er-
lence, a real contact with the supersensual, exhibiting the
Interpretative power Inherent in the mystical imagination.
These pictures are seen by the "mystic within the mind, some-
times as projections in space - always in sharp definition,
lit by that strong light which is peculiar to visionary
states."^ They are not produced by any voluntary process
1. Underhill, Lvelyn, Essentials of Lt/stici sm. p. 77
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of composition, but loom up as do the best creations of every
artist from his de^er mind, bringing with them an intense con-
viction of reality. Good instances are the visions which so
often occur at conversion or mark the transition from one
stage of the %stic V/ay to another. The mystic marriage of
St. Catherine of Siena was the vision of True Hesignation
which initiated Suso (a mystic) into the ”dark night of the
soul." So we find, at the transitional points in Blake’s
spiritual life, symbols in his engravings that portray his
visions. Blake’s spiritual life has a richness and a balance
of his own nature. We see him from boyhood seeing to
satisfy his innate longing for spiritual reality. He is
urged on the one hand by the artist’s craving for perfect
loveliness and on the other hand by the philosopher’s instinct
for Eternity. Blake’s Eternal home was so real to him that
his art echoed its mysteries and his engraved symbols soxaght to
portray its characteristics. As there were seven stages of
the soul’s progress portrayed in his poems, so there are the
same stages expressed by his symbolism in the engravings. Some
of these stages are more easily recognizable than others. Just
what these stages are Blake doesn’t make clear. From observa-
tion one may get some kind of an idea of what these stages are.
The Stage of Innocence .
In the very lovely picture called "The Infant Jesus
Praying" we readily note the stage of innocence wherein Blake
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doubts not, but maintains an implicit trust in God who sends
angels to guard the innocent Jesus. These angels are taller,
and statelier than Jesus, because they have been living the
Unitive Life over a very much longer period than the infant
Jesus. If they had not a greater goodness than he they would
not be able to shield him from ham.
The Awaicening Stage .
Blaice began to find there was a world about him that
had its own needs and desires. His awakening to the divine
presence of God is visible in the engravings he made for the
poem, "The Grave" written by Robert Blair. Later he hears
his brother Robert's voice speaking to him. Through the
instruction of this deceased brother, Robert, William Blake
develops an individualistic type of illuminated engraved poems.
Even though folks about him thought him queer, he continued
writing and engraving the messages Robert sent, "The Crea-
tion of Eve" engraving portrays the awakening stage, also.^
The Purgation Stage .
With purgation begins the period of self knowledge.
Previously the sense recorded only finltude, now infinity
breaks upon it and its limitations are clearly perceived.
1. See engraving facing this page.
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The soul needs to be puiged of its in^jurities. In the en-
graving ’’The T®nptatlon of Eve” from the Bible Series we find
God sending the serpent to Eve to test her. She yields to
Satan’s temptation. God at once shows his displeasure by
sending dark clouds of warning and lightning. In the engrav-
ing ’’Satan with Adam and Eve” we note the presence of an angel
as well as of Satan. The angel seemingly shelters the pair,
protecting them from the sin of Satan who is so close at hand.
In ”Expulslon from the Garden” Gabriel leads the Heavenly
couple who have sinned out of the garden of Eden. Behind
Gabriel stand the steeds and the horsemen giving force to the
action, for even though the serpent is present the couple
must be rescued before he does more harm. The lightning
shows God’s displeasure.
In pointing the more direct way to purification
of body and soul we come upon ’’The V/oman Taken in Adultery.”^
In this engraving Christ is seen bending to the ground in an
act of writing. The woman stands with subdued e3q)ression,
very naturally given. The Jews are trooping out, all their
backs turned away from the incident. The colors are pale
and the style not of the highest type of execution, yet the
picture possesses grandeur.
1. See engraving facing page 44
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The Illumination Stage .
Blake’s problem In the stage of Illumination was to
show how Infinity might be revealed to humanity. He believed
one would find eternal life If one annihilated selfhood In
order to bring joy and love to others. He believed by sub-
merging self one might hear the voice of the Ineffable Being.
So he submerged himself, avoided society, and listened for
the voice of God. He heard It very often. In his early
youth Blake did not have a spiritual understanding with God,
but he did hear God's voice. God once pressed upon his
forehead as he looked out of a window. This frightened him
so, he wept. Later he referred, to seeing angels In a tree
beside his home, and to talking with Hzeklel whom he found
sitting one suraner day In the open fields.^ Blake's parents
little knew of these visions William was having. They often
thrashed him for telling what they thought were untruths. Of
these visitors Blake made no engravings. But later In life
and as far back as the last year of life, Blake worked fast
to copy the images that came before his mind. The engrav-
ings of "The Book of Job" and Dante’s "Divine Comedy" were the
finest ones he engraved. His purpose of engraving these,
aside from the pleasure It gave him, was to show to humanity
how Infinity had revealed itself to him. He felt, if these
1. Yeats, W. B., Poems of William hlake. Introduction, pp. xii-
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Drawing by Blake, 1757-1827
The expulsion from Eden
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engravings gave him so much pleasure they might also bring joy
and pleasure to others. So not only by writing poems did
Blake pass through the stage of Illtunination but also by
engraving pictures.
Rapture and Ecstasy .
From the stories of Catharine Blake, his wife, we
glean much about Blake's raptures and his moments of ecstasy.
It was not long after she had married him, that she, too,
shared these moments of ecstasy with him. She, too, began
to believe in the comnimion with the visitants and felt an
importance was attached to their revelations.
As Blake withdrew more and more from his human
associates, he naturally withdrew more and more within him-
self. As he did so he developed a profundity of his own
creations in art. In each new attempt at art he seems to
come nearer to the meaning of Eternal Life - the Unitive
Life. The engraving called the "Ascension”^ is the only
picture procurable that reveals his feeling of rapture and
ecstasy. On the faces of the prophets on the right of the
picture is revealed that utter joy and longing for the
Eternal Life, Blake himself so often felt.
1. "Ascension", engraving facing page 45
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The Dark Ulght of the Soul .
As Blake bad his moments of rapture and of ecstasy,
so he had his moments of deep despair. His engraving, "The
Downfall of the Kebel Angels"^, is one example of his feeling
for those who have sinned. The angels, who in the story of
Milton's "Paradise Lost" refused to follow Instructions,
difficult though they may have been, 'ssere sent hurtling into
hell, being shown no mercy at all. The engraving, "The
Last Judgment" from the Bible Series also portrays this spirit
of darkness and despair through which man goes to realize the
complete power to attain the ultimate means to ascend the
heights again in order that the soul may be bowed to utter
acquiescence to the purposes of God.
The Unitive Life .
\7hen the soul is bowed in utter acquiescence to the
purposes of God, the abandon of the individual initiates the
Unitive Life. This Unitive Life is a life filled with service.
When service and joy is rendered to others, when man shares
his all with others, then he has reached the Unitive Life. In
2
the "Ascension" we see the longing on the faces of some of
the prophets who have no fear, but seeing Christ ascend to God,
1. "Downfall of the Rebel Angels", engraving facing page 46
2. "Ascension", engraving facing page 45
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wish they might ascend with him. There are two on the left
who are still filled with fear; they have not yet joined their
souls with God. Blake in engraving' this picture portrays
himself possibly as the one who is on his way to meet God as
Christ himself was portrayed in this picture. The angel
descending on either side seems filled with joy, anticipating
for those fearless prophets below the joy of the Eternal Life
they soon will lead.
Another evidence of Blake's feeling for Eternal
Life is expressed in his last engraving called »'The Ancient of
Days,” which is used as a frontispiece for his ‘'Europe: A
Prophecy.” This vision was seen by him against the dark
gloom of the upper story of his Lambeth House. Its source is
found in the Book of Proverbs. There it is written, ”V/hen He
prepared the heavens, I was there. VThen He set a con5)ass
upon the face of the depth .... then I was by Him, as one
brought up with Him.”^ The author of the Proverbs looks back
to the first creation, vhich God saw to be very good. Blake
looks forward to the new. V/hat if all around are dark clouds?
Yet the “Ancient of Days”^ is in an orb of light, and He is
stooping down and measuring the deep with his compasses.
Nothing can stay His hand. The upheaval of Europe, involving
1. The Bible . Proverbs VIII, Verses 27-31
2. Piggis-Darrell, Paintings by Blake . Plate 1
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Drawing by William Blake, 1757-1827
The downfall of the rebel angels
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the world, is the prelude to the new creation when the Almighty's
vision for His universe shall be fulfilled. The vhite hair and
white beard of the human God, whom Blaise knew so well, is being
blown toward the West by a terrific East gale. This whiteness
against the deeply crimsoned sunset gives a striking contrast.
Nowhere else has Blake seoned to have eacpressed his primary
theistic ideas so well.
Thus far we have noted the stages of mysticism and
the part these stages play in Blake’s poetry and in his engrav-
ings. Since S3nnbolian was Blake's method of revealing his
mysticism we must note how he used and developed it.
Symbolism, the Method of Blake’s Ivivsticism
The several stages of Blake's mysticism were expressed
through a symbolism of Blake’s own making. This symbolism is
found in both his poetry and in his engravings.
The Meaning of Symbolism .
Symbolism is a representation of objects, of qualities,
or of ideas by means of symbols. No mode of expression seemed
so adequate to Blake as symbolism to e^qjress all the meaning of
his message. Early in his life he learned to regard the arts
as media for visionary truth rather than as stimuli of erotic
sensations
.
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The Development of his Symbolism In his Poetry .
Els Early
Beginnings. The very first use of symbolism was In
1787 when he used It In names. At thirty years of age Blalce
began to anuse himself and others by expressing his conten^jt
for the literary tea-party In his "Island In the Moon.”
It never got beyond a few pages. Some gentlemen did not
like It at all. Others chuckled over It. Plowman tells us
that "The Inanities of literary gossip, the futile Inconse-
quences of drawing-room conversation and the pretentiousness
of specialized learning In Its shirt-sleeves have never been
better hit off. It Is here that Blake began to use descrip-
tive names e^resslve of particular vocations of his characters.
Suction, Quid, Mrs. Glmblet, and Miss Glttlpln are really
2
Blake’s first essays In symbolism.”
A Strength
In ^ontanelty. Later we notice that a spontaneity
exists In his ’’Songs of Innocence”; It la a spontaneity of art,
not of nature, of Imagination and not of experience. ’’But
for these soi^s, Blake might never have been brought Into the
realm of art.” The poems In ’’The Songs of Innocence” are
all symbolic. ’’The Lamb” Is a symbol of the Lamb of God that
taketh away the sin of the world. ’’Infant Joy” Is a symbol
1. Not accessible In any library; seemingly out of print.
2. Plowman, An Introduction to the Study of William Blake , p. 33
3. Ibid., p. 34
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3dJ ojnl Jdswo^d nead ©vBd -xavsn Jdv,ixB einia .agpoa oeedJ lol
s
©-If? ’'sonyoonnl lo esaob ©d!!*' ni amaoq sd2 , ".J-ib 'io xnXii©^
jBjiJ Xio5 to cfflJBd ©dJ Xoda-^a b ai "dx-xX odS?" . oilooca^s XX
a
lodio^z & el "^oT, Jnalnl” .diicw ©dJ lO nie edJ vifiwa xiJo:tflJ
.JiiiTq 'to Jdo ^^Cgnin^oa ;T^BT:cfiX "^s ni sidiaeeoofi JoK .i
se .a :.^Bi^Xiv; lo NLJbxxJXi ex.J oJ noiJQdXoa JnLjy: .oanivxoX*! -S
,.didl .6
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of infancy; ”TJae Little Blaclc Boy” is a symbol of childhood;
”The Laughing Song” stands for youth;- all three, infancy,
childhood, and youth being the ages of innocence. The poems
called ”A Cradle Song”, ”14urse*s Song”, and "Holy Thursday”
of the same group are symbolic of the same three ages of
innocence but this time they are treated in relation to society.
The remaining poems of this book, which portray the human soul
in its quest for self-realization, are all of ever deeper
symbolic lii5)ort. Reading them in the order in vhich Blake
decided they should be read, we pass throiigh consecutive stages
of growth from infancy to self-consciousness into manhood.
These stages are indicative of the stages through which Blake
himself passed as he went along the Mystic Way.
A Growth in Power
of Symbolism. A growth in Blake’s power in the
handling of symbols is noticeable in his treatment of the symbol,
the lamb. The words of the naturalistic method hadn’t the
depth of meaning he wished to give the word. Therefore when he
writes ’’Little Lamb God bless thee”, he carries the mind beyond
the creattire, the lamb, to the young innocent child whom he
identifies with the Lamb of God. The harmony of these three
concurring Images (the lamb, the child, and the Saviour of the
world - all images of innocence) is the true cause of our
delight in this poem. Blaice could not write about a lamb
without thinking of the two other connotations. In similar
;r.ocriJiXi£io 'io £ el xobIS ©li'ilJ oilT*' jTi^oiie^l lo
,V:oisalul ,9Siii^ ils 'so'l 3,bmi& »’^^o£; ^ild-gi^sj: ed-X”
ar.fooq eoX , sor^sociinx 'lo odt •saiecf li^uc’i fcrJS ,LooiiMliio
'’'^£i)s*i£iiX dsu a’saxu^?’ ,”txiOu elji^an-J A*' ieiXao
^0 a9'^::£ «3‘iiid aciaa ©d^ 'to olXccfru'K;;3 e'ta qro-SB 8d^ to
.•s^JeiooB 0^ oolJsiei xil bexriSO'X^ 9ih exil? aixi^ iufS oDix&ooisni
liSQs li^isd 9d& '^i^rtoq dolilw ,>iood alri^ 'to emeoq ^jclulo!;©*! eriX
i©qo$f) Tovs tO XXj2 atfi ,n:oi?£i:XX£S‘3“'2X©3 tol i'aewp 3vl nl
etijal?. doldA’ ni lebtc ofiJ al iried;^ ^£fll>£0H .^rtoc^al oiXodicnja
asigsi’s ©Tlii/'oeenoo xi^oixit easq ova ^Ivee^ ocf bXitOiXj '^esaf bebl osb
. booiutsai otfii eeoiXEiJOlosnoo-'iXoa ot ’'^onijini fno'x'i d^woi^ xo
o>jsXe doiaw ao'asJa odJ oviJdoiiccI o'la eo'^Je ©oadT
odJ STfOXfi jdew ad aa Jboaaaq IXaarxlji
lowo'i ill ijd--,7oi0 A
Sfii’ rrl towoq s'eaAia ni niviois A .nKlIodnr>iu lo
^Xodnnja oxi^ ;}’r£esn'ijB3*t J elri nl sXdaooi^on ai alcdanja 'lo snlXbnarl
odJ ^‘iit>sd fcod^sni olJalJx'inJdd ed? lo a£>iow odl' .cfinsi ad^
ad ixexiw o'ioletodX .brujw od^ evlg oJ isodaiv; ad scflnesai 'io d^qol)
Xdo^ocf Liiirti edj asl'X'iso sd ,'’^ed^ asolcf doO uxfidJ oXi^ld"
ed fflodw dXldo Jneoonni ^0x014 ed^ OX ,dfn£X odX ^sawidoio adX
eondt aaedX io ^loarifid edT .OoO io dffldd ©dX dXX^ seiilXxxsol
3dX io molvjsd odX bc&s ,bXlxio edX .dciiel ©dX ) as'-^^l
mo io oanao sinx ©dX al ioonoooniii io eo^^aosi IXs - fcXiow
dfrel B xnodd ©Xii-^ Xon idjxoo ©-t-^XS .laeoq ©IdX nl Xd^lXaf)
.aflOlXsXonnoo tadXo owX ©dX io ^nlinldX XnodXivf•xzllmla nl
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ways the rest of Blaice’s symbols have also grown under his
hand. If we turn back to the chapter on "The Part l^ystl-
cism Plays in his Poetry" we shall see this growth as well
as the symbols thanselves. Thus Blake's thought was
becoming enriched rapidly all the while he was writing "The
aongs of Innocence" and gradually he began to realize that
poetry of the naturalistic order was only indirectly capable
of carrying his entire message and that the naturalistic
method impeded the ^i ritual intent.
A Purpose for his Symbol! an .
Already we have learned that the naturalistic
method hadn't the depth of meaning Blake wished to give his
words. So plunging deeply into the heart of life, he
created his own symbols in the hope of better conveying the
significance of his O’-vn experiences, of revealing the truth
as he saw it, and of describing the plane of spirit which he
had attained. He wished to write of the soul to the ex-
clusion of all other themes, so what option had he but to
use symbols? They were inevitable. They were an enrich-
ment of poetry as poetry, so long as they were sjrmbols whose
imagery was immediately recognizable. Some of Blake's
b<jcyv\
symbols are immediately recognizable, others are void of
meaning. \7hat may be said in justification of them? Simply
this. Blake was never Intentionally mysterious because he
wrote to reveal and not to conceal, because he was a poet, who
alii iwoi^ osXfi evi3d alodm-'^a s'eal^XC ^^6 *^ exi? ay.m
aiiT” xic •se.'-q^xio 8x1^ lio&o sw II .Jbxted
XIs'A' ae iii'.voiB a id^ eea IIej^r &\ir "y;i^8o-I eid ni £^531*1 irclo
3BW gdiytfod^ 8‘8:'ifilG Exrd'f .sevxaeiTBdj eicdra'^ sn^ as
edi*’ ^l?l*£\s’ bs’.t od olldfi' edJ ILa yjit>lq_sr: iiodolirto spcLccoed
Jxsd? 9slls0*i oi xuB^scf eri l?a8 "soneooxxKl lo agaofc
eXo'fiqso xX^oeiZdcX 'v^Xxio cjcvr isJbio ol^elXsix;^aa 3d^ 'io •^jj-r^soq
oi jaiXs'XJj^sn s.i^ Jsd^ dxis Q^sasem aid lo
.Jxse^nX XsiiiiilOT srii’ l>od^0a!
T. . • ^'
.
•* *
aalXoUni’^ aid l o^ or.ocrxd^^I 4
oi^alXsTdtsn 9 dS ?sd^ fcafassX evx^d sw \;bs8'ilA,
alii svi^ oJ b©dKlw 8y:sX£ saiiisoa lo dJqab. sd^ ^’Atsu bod^ea!
ed ,otlX iissil ©d;i o^xii A^Xqaeb ^l^ouig o2 ^abTov/
3d? “siil'^avxij 0 •i8??&cf "io ©qoxi od? xcl aXodarje nwo aid bs^serro
dJin?
€ri? sfJjtX'deve*: 'ic .aeoixaiiociX© rr,.o aid io Doasol’tld^ia
Oii doldw xiilqa odsXq ad? BdlalioaeS lo bae ,?i wsa ed as
-X3 ad? 0? I*;oa ed? lo ©?li?? o? bedaXw ed .bexils-lls bad
0? Jtrd 9d bad xiol?qo ?aiv ,a©<ised? ledJo Xla “ic xici2i;Io
-doX'iJS© fld ©lew .aXdajivexxl eiaw ^d!? TaXccfxidiQ oau
oaod^ aXodJiT^e ^ea? as ^oX oe ,T^?©cq as ^rideoq I0 Jdsa:
8'3daXS lo sr.iOc . oicfsaidso^©'^ vj.e^^ Ibocoiii z&a- ’^©s^icri
'io blcv 01s a'xeslo ,9lo'dslri300ei ’^[XelsJLbaniCil^^^i aIo<tot\;8
^jXqir.ia 7.:rod? “lo no lisa 111? nl blss ad \5a» 'iasM .gninseja
ed aaosaed ancinela^ ^iXXsnolJna^ni xcvon aaw ad^XG .aid?
odw ^j©oq a aaw od aawsoatf ,Is©onoo 0? ?on b«a Xsavert o? alow
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expressed explicitly iRiiat he believed was the truth. His
use of symbols was not arbitrary; he made use of them merely
to eapress more completely his entire message.
The Ap-pllcation of his Symbols in his Engravings .
When Blake took the soul for his province, he found
it a world vholly unmapped and unchartered. With an exact-
itude which is baffling in its thoroughness, he set out mak-
ing m£ps and charts of this undiscovered country. Being a
poet, he possessed to a peculiar degree that personalizing or
anthropomorphic power which, for divine reasons, has always
been the property of a poet. Blake's faith in a spiritual,
as distinct from a natural, world, was such that he believed
all things were personalizations. He did not merely take
attributes of the soul and give them names. For him these
attributes had spiritual identity, and the power of seeing
the spirit in distinct and minute details, which comprised
the material substances, he called "vision”. So the creatures
of his Imagination were to him realities of which any physical
manifestation \vas only the shadow. The animating principle
of an object was to him the spiritual source of its being.
More and more he endeavored to envisage the animating principle
and not to be put off with material semblance. He never
rested until he saw the animating principle with such clearness
of vision that it attained identity. When he found identity
he gave it a name. Thus occurred the growth of all of Blake's
elH ed y,Liloiiqxe bease-sgse
\;Xe'£:»i0 liierl^ lo oass obBia axi to« sew clocfirs^a *10 sets
.a^aseui e'ii;j££9 aixi '^loJ’eiopioo aioin as©i<53C9 o^
'
" . aid nX aIocrx\li ajd ic, rioi^aoiXggA 9^
bcxjo^ ad
,
90fti'<0 'C£ aid lo'i lijoe ©d^ 3loo3 ©SjjbIS aeaV;
~Jo^& ns dJiy ,i>eiei’£Bisciax; bus beqc^tasj y.iios^ bl'io'ff & it
-jLaffi iiJQ i9B ad ^ssaGii^'Orrodj aii nJ ^aiC^^isd ai iioxdv* ^bvtl
& ^iaa .•\^’iincoo liGiavcoaibrsa aid? 'lo a^'tado Dns aqsm -scti
*10 ^nisIIiiKoeiaq; i&Ai aa'x^ec liiXXioeq s o^' deaseaaoq sd ,Jeoc£
eaivii) 'xol ,do.txfe.^ lewoq oldcrxonioqo*iii-?xis
B nl dilsl a'93i£lS .^soq b lo iciiaqotq adi need
fxa-v^ilad ad jBai ciosja ebw ^bl'iCJn b aicnl iOKi'JalX) aa
9:(iaJ ;.l8i8in dZfc oli .axi0iJBJ2?XBac8*J.9q aiew asnIdJ Ila
asadJ izld lol .aa'njan luodJ avl^ Xds lt;03 a.ld Ic aesadi'tiia
QaisBc ‘to lev/oq ad-t brra ^^'Jx^naxji tad sa/xjdXidjs
i)0 clicriaoo doidw ^aXis^ed airniia bas ^oiii^sib nl Jiiiqa 8d^
aa'iBXaeio ©dt oE .’'aoiaiv»» JbeXXBO axi .aeocsieciwa iai-ia^au ed^
Xsoia'irio vffA dolxi'*' lo aaX^ iXacrt iiiiri od aiaw i5oiJGCiXgA''iX a 2d lo
oXqionX’iq ^nXlBiciiis ©d* .7xoI»ada ©ill ^Xxio saw xxoiJadssiiciSci
.'^'xiad 3^2 lo ©caixoe lawjitlqa 9x12 xcixi o2 aaw loe^do ns lo
9iqIox!inq add ©t^aivfto 0 2 JbenovBSbfls 9d enum dxss eiol^l
•xavoa eH *©0 iiBidQ»a Xdi^csJxji^ d 2 X»\' llo iuq ecf o2 2on baa
aaoxindoXo dox;® d2^/ Qlqiout'iq -MiUssctaa ed2 //be exl X2 2xix; ije2a©n
>^222 it9 t>2 - bxiifOl ©d uoxi>7 .^JiJxxebi 2)9xx2?22jS 22 Jsd2 noXalv lo
lo XXb lo d2woi^ edl beiuxooo awxtT .ejuBxi a 21 svas
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symbols. They grew as his perceptive insight grew.
As we now study a few of his engravings to notice
how he carried out the above purposes, let us decide whether
his symbols made or marred his paintings.
First we come to his early work, a series of twelve
splendid engravings for the poem "The Grave" by Robert Blair.
Here we have a representation of the various stages of life
after death from the moment the man breathes his last breath
until the Day of Judgment. There are three of this series
one does not readily forget. They are the first, the
eighth, and the tenth. In the first, which portrays the
stage of innocence, a trun5)eter is announcing a message from
Heaven into the ear of a skeleton which lies in its grave.
This skeleton is man with no knowledge of the Ultimate life.
The trun^eter is awakening him. The inverted figure,
representing an angel, seems, in its grace, more a figure of
one vho knew anatomy than of one who never studied it. In
the eighth, the dark night of the soul stage, a figure
symbolizing the soul of man hovers over the body, reluctantly
parting with life. There is no utter surrender here, so
man can’t enjoy the Unitive Life. It is the tenth eng'raving
that symbolizes the reunion of the soul and of the body on the
Day of Judgment, marking the surrender of soul of man to God -
or the Unitive Life. Each picture, full of symbolism, is,
in its own way, magnificently rendered, much more so when you
.vve^S eviJqeoieci olxi as
-ieriT .sXodt3\^B
doXiojri aafsXv-3n*^s aid to ^e'l & wcri o^f aA
igiiJaii® obioei) au ^©I ^asaoqru/q ©vods exit Jjjo boiniso ed wod
.asaiifxiisq; eld ^©'i’Xisa lo ©ijsffi sXodin^a aid
©vXew^ to aaiiae s
,
71*1 cf\v '(^Xiso sid ot ©rojo ©w .ta'ila
.ixsXa ^19flo}? '^cf '’ 9 vJs*iO sdS!” fliaoq eriJ lot diX;xteXqa
stiX to aegsJa ax/oiisv ©dJ to ao xS&tsieBertqm s ©vsd ow oaeil
d^soid JaxiX aid seddseid xxsxa odtf Jnstnom ©dJ aiu*2 t xWsofc 1^^ts
3©ii03 eidJ to 99'id? 01S ©ladT . Jner-sfedC, to '^©G ed-^ Xi^nx;
^d^ ,J8*xit ©dl ©rrs v,9dT .io^vLo'i v^LibBe’t ion aeob eno
qA\S E'^ei^ioq field® ^^Efit ad^ fil .ddxrsJ ©dJ iixxfi ,d^d3i©
n;c*it ©-a^aaec! s T^nioosofcp s al isdaqnii'ij s ^aouxsoofsifl to ©'g.i^c
.©vs'f^ eix ai sail do id® /loielede s to "ise ©di’ oJei aavseH
.©tlX e^faniilU ^d^ to ogdoXwoftii on dJi® nam ai noiaXaia sidT
be^Tcevui edt! .uiid ^inoTiSv-'S ai 'le^acjfU-Tfd' adT
to oio^lt s ©3:0111 ,aos3a e^l ni ^caieee .Xosac os i^i^aeae^qe^
nl . Ji baJtsjy^ 'isven oAv ©no to nsd3 womi ofiv ©no
S'firglt a
,
838^a Xwoa ond' to Idsin aisfc edi^ ^d^d-^i© ©d^
vrX Job
^
00X93 .-yj&od od3 3evo saovod nan to Xwoa ©xiJ gnisiXodxnv.a
02 ,o30d ^labmiissa 393’3n on ai enexiT .atiX dliv/ -pniJnsq
gnivs^^ne d^xseJ Qd3 ai 31 .©til ©vitinU ©ri3 'ioi,xio J’rxso nxsoi
9d3 xio iji/Od ©d3 to i>ns Xnoa 9d3 to nolxio-en ©xl3 aesiXodcroja 3aiJ
- JboS o3 xxtirn to Xwoa to 39Jbc©33wa 0da jinerasowL to ’^sC
,8i ,xuciXocfimi3 to XIw'i ,a3w3oiq dosSl .©til ovi3iflU 9a3 30
uoi^ aexiw 03 e3oni xloxan ^5e3Bi)n83 M;X3n30ltin-^i ,^v rr«3 ail ni
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cons ider the fact that Blalce was only fifteen years old when
he engraved it. At this early age Blaice had not probably
decided what the mystic way was or what the several stages
along it might be. Indeed he may not have thought much at
all about these matters. This proves to one nevertheless
that his early thoughts were along the lines of mysticism
and viien later he was ready to formulate his ideas, he had
the ideas ready on vhich to work.
The smaller bit of art v/hich portrays Blake's
power in finding the Identity between the animating principle
and the clear vision is the engraving in Gilchrist's Book on
"William Blake" called "The Ghost of a Flea". Blake, like
any other great mystic, goes about with a magnifying glass.
He sees the flea as a giant, and the tall castle, in which
the giant lives, is the microscope. He portrays the flea in
lines of a human skull the most striking line of which is
the hard, long curve of the spine, which goes up without a
single flicker to the back of the brutal head. The face is
swinish; its eyes alive with glitter, are akin to madness.
His forked tongue is extended as he holds a bowl of blood
before him. In all, he is terrific; he is Blake's symbol
of rapacious man - the Ghowl or Bloodsucker. To Blake, this
ghost symbolizes the idea or the principle of the flea. That
idea or principle of the flea is blood-thirstiness - the
feeding on the life of another, the fury of the parasite.
The vision of the flea is the vision of blood. It will not
:i0£tw i?Xo y,-£ac sm 9iis£Q. i£sdi 'Jos'i bcLS nebisaco
^^Idadotq ioa bBd eMLS. 0^3 \:X*i3 e ain^ ik ficvs'ts.'ie ©xi
3^a8^8 CjTttivee Siii i^aiaf 10 33w ys.w ©riar Jsrlw beiioei)
xi&jOT .ld,3«'orf? evsd ion ed fe&eJbiSl .90 ^ilsXffl ^oX«
e8ei8ii3*i&V9« 9X£0 oJ ssvu'xq ald'X .a-isJtfau aaed^ ^x/oa'a XXs
icsioiia^n 'xo aoaXX Oiit :3iioXs eiaw eJxi^xrori.i' ^Xts© aid J-efij
fisxi 9 £i ,a3eX)i aid ©^sIx-TiHOl oJ T5f)J49'x asw ed rte^sX naii!? diiJi
0 ^ iioidf/ no asaXI 9di
a'di^Xc E'V^iJ'xoq iioiiivii' im “ia Jicf X9lXaG:8 ©d'X
9lqio.aiiq ^ii^ja:i;Xaa odd' neewdecf vjljaell Gxi^ jjxlhnXi ni lewoq
no does a’ JGindoXXX' ni adx hi noisiv i39io and OxTB
ozxtL ,e3njI3 s lo JaortO ©dT»’ fc^IXfto *^e5i6Xg r^uBlXXiW”
.eanX-a s iisous aeos ,oXds^ ^©ii^o \;aB
dolxiw nX
,
9Xdsso Xled arid fcna .dnais d sd seX^ ©dd eoss eii
ai aaXX odi a^jS'iJ’xoq ©H ^ew^ooGviioifli ©dd ai ^ssTiX dnais ©dd
ai aoXiiw "to sriXX ;^i2iiiJs daoas odd XXade ocffljrd & lo aenlX
B daoddXw qu 8003 doXdw ,ealq3 edd.. lo ©nuo ^nol ,baad 9nJ
ai eonl od’X .CBed Xedxnd odd lo :.0Bd sdd cd asdtoXXl el-snia
.eaenfifirr od alia aia ^aeddiXs ndlw ©vlla ae^e bjI jdainiwa
boold lo Xwed B sfcXod ad sa bebnedxe al owined boiiol' siH
Xcdimia s'oiaXa ai ©d ;0Xli‘n9d eX sd «XXb iii .criid a'xolecf
aXdd ,8>.bXC oiT .ledCouaXouxa -xo XwodO arid - naffl aaoioaqai lo
dadx .aoXl edd lo oXqiofiiiq odd ao aeJbX odd aeaXxOdo^iB daods
odd - 8ae«Xd3:£Xdd-&ooXd aX aeXl odd lo olqiGni-xq "lo aoJbX
* 9 di 8axBq 9ad lo y;isj1 odd ,*i0ddoaa lo 0IXX add no ^nXbool
don illw dl .booXd lo noiaXv odd ei sell sdd 'xo noXaXv ori^T
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be denied, that Blake shows the best part of the mystic's
attitude in seeing the soul of this flea as ten thousand^
times larger than the flea itself. To Blake the flea it-
self is hazy as compared to the actuality of his ghost.
In spite of this ghost's grotesqueness, it has great
strength, great significance, and even a grandeur.
The most beautiful of his artistic works is the
"Book of Job" which symbolizes the spiritual life of man.
"Job", the clearest and the profoundest of all his pictorial
diagrams, charts the spiritual life of man and beside being
mere illustrations of his words marks out a map of the
mystic way. Blake didn't merely happen upon Job. "The
Book of Job" from the Bible had always been Blake’s favorite
reading material. In doing "Job" Blake was trying to
reconcile all the great contradictions of the universe and to
justify the ways of God to man. The story he chose allowed
him great philosophic freedom, of vshich he took full advan-
tage. Job, in the Bible, is the innocent and just man
suddenly struck down by overwhelming misfortunes. The author
was trying to refute the idea that catastrophe is punishment
of sin. Job is upright yet he is ruined in a moment.
Because of his faith in God, who descends upon him in a whirl-
wind, he is now left more prosperous than ever. The process
1. Damon, 3. Poster, V/illiam Blake: His Philosophy and Symbols ,
p. 223
a ’ oij'8‘’3D: arlJ ’to jiaq tastf arl# swori^ Jbelnal) e<S
^briBzsiQiii ri3 J iasil 3JLl^ lo I«08 erit
-sfilQ&Q Gi obwJitJ'B
-^1 jaell ©dv ©2iGXa 0? .llea^i sei'i orir a^dt z&mli
.taods 2 lil 10 ^3'XIaG^cxa'9fl^ oJ f>©*i aqgiiic'O && \;ssci al ^lee
ise’i-g a&£i it ^aaeGe^pseJoi^a e’iaods aid^ lo sJiqs nl
.TGeljGei^^ B nsVO I)G3 ^oonaol'ilG? Jta ^Be*xs ,rt?sri6'x^B
edJ si 3:^'X0v; oiJai^B aid “ic Liizlia&^d laora 9 £i!i?
.GSfa ^0 oliX iBGjiiiqe sd;? eer^tlodiss^a lioirfcv •’cfoT, lo doofi"
iBiGoj’oiq aid Xl£ lo iasfcxsGoli'iq sdJ jogb iaoTBoIo ed^ ,”dcV'
^iod otisod bii& Gan ‘io ©liX iBwii’iiqs odi a«**rBiio
odJ ^0 qom b xgo sviboi abiow aid 'to aGoiJBiJgwIj. i eioni
odT” .deli GOqw neqqfid ^aioci i'xdbxi) aiweXC oXda^^fli
sJiGuvB'r E’oilsXa Goed i'Sii oidiS edit rao-xl ”doli io 3looa
am siiaXa ’’doL'^ aGiob xil .XaiioJatn §cid£ei
0 ? bxts esieviKu adi 'xo aGoirfOib..^i jgoo ^bsus exi^ XXs eXiOGCOoi
jdowoXXb oaodo ed •^loia oiiT .nam oX bo-O Ic ^"iiaaGt
-GBYba XXg^ dooX sd doixk lo ^xaeJbceil oXdqoacXixiq aid
Gsn iiiijt bits iGooofrni orii si .aXdiS sxii gX ,aoL .o^s^
*tod?G3 9dx .aoGGJiolaia grriteX o-S?.rt9 vo Tid mob iCooiJa TslGsbbxjs
ineaide iGxrq si odqjGiaBieo iadi jaobi erii oiG'iei ^ai'ViT:^ am
.i-Goflua s al ftoniL-a ai od irl^iitTG ei doti .nie Io
“Xairfep.* B al aid cuqo sbcooesb odw ,boX? ni dJlBl sid esGBOod
sseooiq odS .levo nedi aGOieqaoiq eiom i^eX won si od ,bGi%7
. sXoddfgg bgg ydcrcaoXidg aill ;&3jieIS nBBiXIiV ^Gsiao'i .t ^GC’aaCI .X
CSS
. q
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of evil nevertheless is left unsolved. The Deity says that
Job cannot understand the Divine way; that he is presun^jtuous
in questioning it. Faith, not loiowledge, is the secret of
salvation. At least so the Sible says.
Blake did not like such an evasion of the great
world problem ’*sin". Blake's answer to it might have been
something like this:
"That Job, living in accordance with the laws writ-
ten by others, rather than by his own instincts, had left
himself open to the inroads of Satan. He had relied upon a
moral code for his happiness, not realizing that the in-
vulnerable happiness comes only from a sacrifice of self.
This knowledge is revealed during the passage through the
states or stages of the I«!!ystlc V/ay. The catastrophe poured
upon him by Satan really sprang from his own false notions of
virtue; and as long as Job is self-satisfied, he will be afflict-
ed by these unexpected turns of fate. But his troubles drive
him to look inwards into his own soul. As soon as he does
this, he not only recognizes and casts out error of his life;
he sees Divinity Itself, and after such a vision nothing more
can trouble him. Such is the philosophy of Blake's "Job",^
but its story is that of descent of God and the ascent of Man.
So we find Blake d^arting from the Bible not only in his
1. Damon, S. Foster, V/illiam Blake: His Philosophy and Symbols
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philosophy but in many other things. He holds to the Bible
as far as the story of the "Whirlwind" but thereafter he
gives a succession of mystical visions esplaining the
Universe vhich are not found in the Bible. Blake’s God
does not consider Job presumptuous for challenging the divine
wisdom. Job is fearless, not humble, and entirely capable
of understanding occult mysteries. Job's wife is not the
woman vho advised her husband to curse God and die. On the
contrary she has the fullest confidence in him and a great
faith in God.
Upon one's first observation these illustrations
of Job seem simple. Yet upon study each illustration
becomes crowded with symbolism. ¥/hat would the task of
interpretation have been if he had put into these plates all
the visionary characters with those inexplicable names? An
impossible task perhaps. The first thing Dr. S. Poster
Damon^ makes clear to one, is that Blake saw in Job's fall
and reascent the usual set of "States" which he had formu-
lated as the "Seven Eyes of God". "These seven states were
divinely Instituted so that man should mechanically be
brought back to communion with God. These seven states,
which have been previously named and defined are, of course,
the stages of innocence, of awakening, of experience, of
1. Damon, S. Poster, William Blake - His Philosophy and Symbols ,
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purgation, of illumination, of the dark night of the soul,
and of the Unitive Life.
Blake devotes two plates to each stage in turn,
then the climax having been reached, the order is reversed,
the final plate ending where the fi rst began, "The Book
of Job" outlines the course of the spiritual events through
vhich Job passes and gives indication that he himself is to
blame for his misfortunes, for it is his God and his Devil
which he has made in his own likeness that work all the mis-
chief. At first Job and God seem separate persons but at
the climax they are beheld as one.
In order to get the fullest expressiveness for
these ideas in his designs Blake developed to its extreme
possibilities the traditional significance of the earliest
Christian times of the "right" and the "left". The right
place is a place of honor, the left, dishonor. Blake accept-
ed this division, interpreting the right of the characters
{the stage right - our left as we face the picture) as the
spiritual half of the plate and the left as the material
half. The e^osure of the right or left foot, the right or
left hand shows clearly the spiritual or material attitude
of any character. Any Inward action, as one in prayer, is
shown by the character turning his back to the observer and
facing the interior of the picture. Blake has used the
Gothic architecture to denote the true church and the Druid
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architectur© to denote its opponent - Moral Law. ’•BlsJce”,
says Damon, ^ "has always held that 'Gothic is the living
Form' while Druid signified the 'primal Natural Seligion'
which sacrifices others but not the self."
On the frontispiece of "The Book of Job" appear
the angels in flight. They are the Seven Eyes of God, the
Seven of the Apocalypse. They descend on the material side
of the plate and ascend on the spiritual; this is actually
the summary of the entire book, a "representation of the
greatest Christian cqystery, a statement of the secret which
2
every mystic tries to tell."
So if w© continued throughout the "Book of Job" we
should find that gymbolism is found in each of the twenty-
one plates of Job. We need not continue on to the twenty-
first plate, but w© should stop a moment to observe the
fourteenth, the one which rightly marks Blake a genius in
the clarity and beauty of his symbolism.
In "The Morning Stars Sang Together", the substance
of the fourteenth engraving of the series of "Job", we find
the fusion of the imagination with the universal reality beyond.
Layers of cloud divide the design into four great worlds of
vision united by a Divine Being who appears in the spiritiial
likeness of Job. Below is the world of Time and of Space, the
1. Damon, S. Poster, William Blake - His Philosophy and Symbols
.
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world as it appears to our bodily senses, shut off from
everything but the earth. Above it opens the eternal world
within vhich dwells the Creator, the light of life that
illumines the whole universe. The inner world is divided
into two parts. Beneath the Deity's right arm there rides
forth the sun of the mind, driving the horses of instruction,
while beneath the left arm the moon of poetic or woman’s love
controls and guides the serpents of corporeal desires. Love
and thought Blaice associates with Night and Morning. Between
these and the seraphs above, we see the empty abyss repre-
senting the void of nature - the unknown, where we cannot
trace the presence of Divine - humanity. But beyond this
again is the universe of stars, the infinite life beyond our
life, multitudinous in sea, air, and the coxmtless generations
of men with which our Eternal Being links us in sympathy and
spiritual unity. "The seraphs are the Sous of God and poetic
emanations of the divine human imagination. These seraphs
mingling with the Morning stars adjoin man to man and av/aken
harmonies of so intense a joy, that it seems to tremble on
the verge of a great sob, in which the eternal grief of the
universe is merged in its eternal rapture. Excess of joy is
like excess of grief. The uplifted arms of seraphs like the
outspread ones of the Deity below are symbolic of active life
which brings us into the relations with our fellow beings,
giving meaning and liberty to our Inward llves."^
1. Blake, V/i 111am, The Book of Job . Invented and Engraved by
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This picture of '’The Morning atars" from ’’The Book
of Job” is equally as great an illustration of Genesis and
of Blakean Christianity as it is a picture of work of reality
and of the ideal world. It is easy to see why the conception
of love, rising from within but becoming active and multi-
tudinous in relation to its objects, could move Blake to so
great a height of joy. (It had always been a wish of Blake’s
to construct a window containing the ’’Morning Star” idea. An
admirer of Blake, who lives in Kew York, has just recently
con5)leted a window fulfilling Blake's wish.)
The Effect of his Symbolism on his Engravings .
As we study Blair's "Grave”, "The Ghost of a Flea”
and "Job” we must readily conclude that Blake’s symbols made
rather than marred his engravings. They enhance them and
give them a grandeur they would not otherwise attain.
In concluding we must admit that the verbal symbols
which Blake created have given a much deeper meaning to his
words and have enriched his poetry. His pictorial symbols
revealed more deeply the truth as he saw it and gave a clearer
understanding of the plane of spirit of which he had attained.
Through his symbolism in both poetry and in engraving Blake
has more in^resslvely e:q)ressed the several stages of his
myst Iclfian.
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THE ELEMBMT OF HOMAHTICISM
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the element of romticism
The Meaning of Romanticism
Romanticism denotes the principles, the character-
istics, or the spirit of the movement, primarily in litera-
ture for reasserting imagination and sentiment as against
the restrictive formality of Classicism, a movement which
prevailed before the time of Blake. We find in Romanticism
the exact opposite of Classicism, for while there are a
sinqolicity, a correctness of style, and no Imagination or
sentiment in Classicism, there is a complexity, a freedom of
style, and a use of imagination and sentiment in Romanticism,
Classicism denotes the principles and characteristics of
Greek and Roman literature and art, considered as embodying
formal elegance, dignity, with lucid conception and order.
The poets before Blake were Classicists. They
used as their themes the religious, political, social, and
philosophical problens of the day. In the study of these
problems they saw man in the abstract; they centred life about
the upper strata of society, the four hundred, not the four
million. The Romanticists on the other hand studied the same
problems but considered man not as an abstract being, but as
someone with a soul; they centred life about the four million
rather than the upper four hundred. Romanticism seemed to
develop a feeling of recognition for the middle class.
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By about 1798 the Romanticist Movement had become
a conscious reaction from classical to medieval models in
Germany, England and France. Romanticism signified more
especially the ^irit of chivalry, adventure, and wonder,
the preoccupation with the picturesque and suggestive aspects
of nature and with the passionate in life. The Romanticist
used Nature as a bacligroimd for human life. He used it as
a place to flee to for rest - as a solitude - as a place to
reflect iqjon life. He used nature as an abode for Deity, as
a place to reflect upon life after death. The somantlcist
felt that the home was a sacred place and considered children
the flower of the home. He felt they were a part of society
as well. The Romanticist also felt that by looking back into
the past, man could get a better perspective for the ideas of
his own day. The Romantic writer, revived the works of older
poets to obtain this imtter of distance - this better per-
spective.
The Part Romanticism Plavs in Blake's Poetry
The Element of V/onder .
The element of wonder, which arose from the slow up-
growth in men after a time of clear Intellectual ism into which
all mystery of ourselves and of life disappeared, was supposed
to have been eacplained by the Romanticists. A thousand phases
of this element of wonder ^pear in the poets of the nineteenth
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century. "The phase that appeared in Blake back in the
eighteenth century was an anotional belief in a perfect
world in which men could live within absolute beauty, life,
and love, if they so desired."^ This faith of Blake's
hurries the possessor beyond the world of sense into a
world of the imagination and of the spirit. ITot finding
food enough on earth for its longing after beauty, love,
and knowledge, it creates a realm beyond this earth, where
sorrow is not, and where powers of genius shape the concep-
tions of imaginations. This realm was Blake's world, one
far different from the material world. We see some of
this longing for the inmaterial world in many of the lovely
verses of "The Land of Dreams". In one stanza Blake finds
himself expressing it thus:
"Father, 0 Father: \7hat do we here
In this land of xmbellef and fear?
The Land of Dreams is better far.
Above the Light of Morning Star." ^
This poan, "The Land of Dreams" is a cry for the broader and
more spiritual life in which Blake so loved to live. He,
long before Wordsworth, knew the happiness of the dream world
and knew the horror of awakening from it to a world of reality.
An Interest in Nature.
As the true Homantlclst that he was, Blake saw great
beauty in nature; he used it in poetry descriptively and as a
1. Brooke, Stopford, Studies in Poetry
, pp. 37-38
2. Yeats, W. B., Poems of V/i 111am Blake
, p. 91
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baclsgro\HMi for huinan life. He used It as a place of rest,
where he could flee from society. He used it also as a
place to reflect upon God, and upon life after death.
Using Nature
Descriptively. Blake found great delight in birds, in
flowers, in insects, and in English countryside which are
ever present in his "Poetical Sketches", in his "Songs of
Innocence" and his "Songs of E^erience". The lark, the
thrush, the odors of flowers, the gorgeously clothed flies,
the mole, the groimd spider, all this earthly life from the
lark to the worn, on to man, had as limitless a depth and a
capacity for Blake as it had for any other author, who was a
true Romanticist. "The Poetical Sketches" actually marked
an epoch in English Literature, for they were the first
opening of a long sealed well of Romantic poetry. It was
these poems of Blake, and not the works of Cowper or
Thomson that seemed the true heralds of our modem descrip-
tive poetry of nature and of enthusiasm.
Nature as a
Background for
Human Life Blake had a love for nature. He
gave joy to others by portraying nature in his poems. He
used nature as a background for human life, much as Bums and
Shelley did.
It is when Blake passes to the flowers, the clouds,
the hills, and into the world of human beings, that we find
a realm of true beauty and helpfulness toward others. In
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“Thel", the first of Blake’s "Prophetic Books" we find the
spirittial beings of the Lily, the Cloud, and the Clod of Clay
answering Thel, the beautiful daughter of Seraphim, when she
complains to them of her being of no use in the world. As
each speaks to her in turn, each seems to change her world of
pain into a happier world of life and love. The Lily of the
Valley says:
" I am a watery weed.
And I am very small, and love to dwell in
lowly vale;
So weak, the gilded butterfly scarce perches
on my head.
Yet I am visited from Heaven; and He that
smiles on all
Walks in the valley, and each mom over me
spreads His hand.”
The Cloud advises Thel thus:
”0 Virgin, know'st thou not our steeds drink
of the golden springs.
Where Luvah doth renew his horses?
Unseen descending weigh my light wings upon
balmy flowers.
And court the fair-eyed Dew to take me to her
shining tent."
The Clod of Clav raised her pitying head and said:
"My bosom of itself is cold and of itself is
dark;
But He that loves the lowly, pours His Oil
upon my head.
And kisses me, and binds His nuptial bands
around my breast . ” ^
Throughout his entire treatment of this natural world
in poetry, Blake treats never of the senses as many other poets
1. Yeats, W. B., Po^s of William Blake
, p. 169
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do, but of the spirit. It was Wordsworth and Shelley who
sav/ infinite thought and love behind nature, but they gave
full weight to that vhich the senses perceived; Blake never
did.
Natiire as a
Solitude. Blake became impatient of restrained beauty
and went to nature to escape from conventional restraint and
at the same time to practice the art of revery. He foxind in
nature a place to enhance his emotions, to think, to imagine.
Nature gave him an intoxicated sense of Independence. Nature
was a solace at a time when he failed to find a companion in
the society of men.
We find in his "Song"^ from “Poetical Sketches” how
the clear winding stream where the linnet piped his song
became the place where Blake practiced his art of revery in
these lines:
“I’ll drink of the clear stream.
And hear the linnet's song.
And there I’ll lie and dream
The day along,”
In another “Song” he says:
“I love the laughing vale,
I love the echoing hill
Where mirth does never fail.
And the jolly swain laughs his fill.”^
2
“The Laughing Song” from “The Songs of Innocence” shows a free-
dom from care and wrry in the joys found in the green woods.
1. Yeats, Y/. B., Poems of William Blake
, p. 9
2. Ibid., p, 8
3. Ibid., p. 53
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Blake's own sense of freedom and his enjoyment
of it, makes him exasperated when he sees restraint on all
sides. He ahov/s it in these lines;
”A Robin Redbreast in a cage
^
Puts all heaven in a rage."
and
"A dove-house filled with doves and
pigeons
Shudders hell through all its
regions."
Too, because men treated Blake as a dreamer he
was forced more and more from the society of men into soli-
tude.
Nature an Abode
for Deity. Blake was consistently religious in
his attitude toward landscape. '.Vhen he wished to speak with
God he did not retire into his closet but fell into an in-
articulate ecstacy before tne wonders of nature. There
were times when Blake Invited both his body and soul to loaf.
At these times he reads into nature an unutterable love. He
sees shining through its finite forms the light of the
Infinite. Seeing beauty in nature Blake sees the Infinite.
For with Schelling we must agree that, "Beauty is a finite
2
rendering of the Infinite." If one were to ask how this
rendering were brought about one would probably say through
1. Yeats, W. B., Proverbs , p. 96
2. Babbitt, Irving, Rousseau and Romanticism
, p. 289
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the medium of the symbol. Therefore is beauty a symbolical
representation of the Infinite. "All poetry", says Schegel,
"is an everlasting symbolizing."^ In Blake’s "Book of Thel",^
we find this symbolical representation of the Infinite.
Blake had an exclusive thirst for the Infinte.
"What is finite", he once said, in middle life, "has no value
for me."
A Recognition of Children .
Blake, the Romanticist, had not only a love of a
dream world and an Interest in nature, but also an interest
in children. He recognized the sacredness of the home and
felt that children were the flower of the home. He felt that
the child was also an inqoortant member of society. "A
Cradle Song" from his "Songs of Innocence" shows in the follow-
ing words a tenderness we all feel for the very small infant.
"Sweet sleep, with soft down
Weave thy brows an infant crown
I
Sweet sleep, angel mild.
Hover o’er my happy child’.
•
lidany of the poems in "Songs of Experience"^ also show the
extremely inportant part Blake has given children in English
5
poetry.
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A Recogaltion of Lower Animals .
Not only does Blake elevate the place of the child
in poetry, but he places the love and pity for animals on a
much higher plane than it had ever been placed before. The
tender song of "The Lamb" mingles its life with the life of
children.^ His tenderness goes further than either Bums’
or Cooper's in that, through his mysticism, Blake's animals,
spiritually at one with man and God, become a part of the
living universe as visible symbols of invisible realities.
2
As an example of this, we have in "The Little Girl Fo\md"
from his "Songs of Experience", Lyca’s parents seeking their
lost child. They suddenly come upon a lion which frightens
them at first by the way he stalks around the slewing Lyca.
Later on in the poem we learn that Lyca had been shielded
from all danger by this crouchirg lion, which watches the fold
of humanity when the sheep of the Great Shepherd are sleeping.
Again in "A Dream" we see that the lower order of animals has
a place in Blake's scheme of things, for the emmet that had
lost its way in the dark, is herein being guided to safety by
the light of a firefly.
An Anti-Nature Tendency .
Even though Blake was interested in nature as a back-
grovtnd for human life and for its own sake, we must say, for
1. Brooke, Stopford, Studies in Poetry
, p. 31
2. Yeats, W. B., Poems of Y/i 111am Blake
, p. 70
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all practical purposes, Blake was at the same time the poet
of anti-nature. igainst nature he set a certain entity
which he called Imagination, by which he meant the eternal
Images of things. You might kill all the lambs in the world
but you could not kill the Lamb of the imagination, which to
Blake was the Lamb of God.^ Blaice's philosophy in brief
was primarily the assertion that the imagination is more
trustworthy, that the ideal is more actual than the real.
Besides these defects in his naturalism there are
evidences of confused thought as when in some of his poems
he praises nature as the source of energy and of innocent
enjoyment while in other poems, nature stands for the rigid
restraint of rational law. It is in "Milton” and in
"Jerusalem" that we find this rigid restraint of rational
law -which marks the antithesis of the imaginative law and
inspiration. In both these books Blake labors to create a
myth about man who siiffers creation, who suffers a falling
from the spiritual into a mortal life, and who suffers as he
passes through various states for which Blake denied that he
or anyone else was morally responsible. Blake asserted that
"only by the death of 'the vegetable nature* can man re-
awaken to the reality of the eternal life or the imagination."^
He felt that sex, crime, creation, and reden5)tion would vanish
1. Chesterton, Gilbert, VYilliam Blake
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2. Tate, Gul de
.
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and cease; that all was to be merged into the vinity of pure
imagination and that imagination would be God. In brief,
Blake was asserting that the ideal is more actual than the
real. Llany of Blake’s er^ravii^s become intelligible if we
ke^ this principle in mind.
A Recognition of the Past .
In his recognition of the past Blake had a deep
love and interest for the older poets. He had a love of
Celtic heroes and their thrilling adventvires.
A Love for
the Older Poets. Blake's Imagination needed distance
so he went back to the past. He found Milton, bpenser,
Chaucer, and Shakespeare of much more value to him than the
contemporary poets or those who came immediately before him.
Blake in his youth took these older poets as his models, for
he thought the poets of his own time were at a point of
stagnation, Iflason and Hay ley, his contemporaries, were the
high priests of the mxises, vhile the poets of the Jermingham
and Charlotte Smith type were their satellites. Blake found
no inspiration among his contemporaries, but he did enjoy
studying Milton of the seventeenth century. In his very
earliest poems, "The Poetical Sketches", one finds traces of
Milton, whose influence he cultivated at the very end of his
career as well as the beginning. In Blake’s day Milton was
remembered and imitated but his verbal magnificence had
become an Involved pomposity and his intense and sensitive
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rhythms were smoothed out in “correct decasyllabics’*.^ Blake
reversed this by sin5)lifying the verbiage and involving the
metre. Shakespeare had abolished the rhyme in the theatre;
Milton had done the same for the epic. Now Blake took the
same step for the lyric and wrote a number of pieces, in sub-
stance, after the style of Collins but neo-Miltonic in manner.
Besides these he tried to smooth the subtle metres which
seemed to change before his eyes at the whim of every mood.
Blake was at one with Collins, Gray, and Thomas
Warton, who imitated a reversion to Spenser and Shakespeare.
V/hlle Gray marked a transition in his poetry, Blake went with
one bound back to the Elizabethans of a still earlier period.
Prom the models he found there, he wrote such lyrics as these;
"iv^ silks and fine array
My smile and languished air.
By love are driven away;
And mournful lesui Despair
Brings me yew to deck nqy grave;
Such end true lovers have.*'^
It is interesting to note how thoroughly Shakespear-
ian Blake is, in manner and siibject matter, as one reads the
conversation between the Black Prince and Sir John chandos in
his "King Edward III". He has the Black Prince say;
"Methink the shout begins, the battle
bums;
. Methlnks I see them perch in English
crests.
1. Damon, S. Poster, Y/illiam Blake - nis i^hilosophy and Symbols
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2. Yeats, W. B., Poems of V/llliam Blake
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And roar the wild flame of fierce
war upon
The thronged enemy i"
He has Chandos reply in true Shakespearian style;
"Age is contemplative; each rolling
year
Brings forth fruit to the mind's
treasure house,
while vacant youth doth crave and
seek about
Within itself and findeth discontent."
V/here Marlowe ended his dramatic fragment of King Edward III,
Blake took up the thread. In doing so, Blake may have lost
some of the melody of jsiarlowe but at least, he wasn’t
afraid to try it as so many before him were afraid to do.
Marlovemay not be so distinct in this, but there is in it a
certain similarity to Shakespeare, whom Blake loved and
studied to good purpose.
Blake at times begins a poem with a reminiscence
of Shakespeare or of denser only to drift into the manner
of x-oe. In the following poem, "Song" we might say he is
standing midway between Shakespeare and Poe.
"Memory, hither come
,
And tune your merry notes;
And, ^!\4iile upon the wind
Your music floats.
I’ll pore i5)0n the stream
Where sighing lovers dream.
And fish for fancies as they pass
7/ithin the watery glass.
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"1*11 drinls: of the clear stream.
And hear the linnet’s sorg;
And there 1*11 lie and dream
The day along:
And when night comes, 1*11 go
To places fit for woe.
Walking along the darkened valley
With silent Melancholy .*'1
Blake ehcouraged young poets to copy the greater poets. He
has been known to have said, "a bad artist se©ns to copy a
2
great deal, and a great artist copies a great deal.”
Yet while Blake has copied, he has also originated. When
he originated, he abandoned himself to every natural feeling.
He seemed to have a genius and a power; he seemed to see
beauty everywhere and to hear music all about him. His own
original poems are the first real soundings of the modem
lyric in its most natural delight and in its sorrow. We
note also, as he leaves the Elizabethan melodies for his own
he anticipates a simplicity and a pathos found later in
Wordsworth and a daring and a subtlety found in Shelley. If
Shelley could have changed the metre of Blake’s ”To Morning”
into his own melody it would be like one of his own lyrics
that embody the nature myths of the early world. The four
4
poems addressed to ’’The Seasons” retain the impersonation
in which i^enser so often delighted, yet they are closer in
their modernity to the impersonation of Keats in his ”Ode to
1. Yeats, W. B., Poems of William Blake
, p. 9
2. More, P. E., Shelburne Essays
, p. 227
3. Yeats, W. B., Poems of William Blake
, p. 6
4. Ibid., pp. 3-5
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Autunm"^ than they are to Spenser.^ Even though one might
wish to apologize for some of Blake's poetry often so dif-
ficult to interpret, one need not, for the best things have
not fallen short of the large utterance of Elizabethan
dranatists, the pastoral beauty of Wordsworth, and the fire
of bhell^, or even the lyrical toademess of Tennyson.
Thus while Blake returns to the Elizabethans for his inspira-
tion and sorg patterns, he seons to have paved the way for
those who are to follow him. Sensing the future as he does,
causes one to think of him more as a nineteenth century poet
than an eighteenth century poet.
A Love for
Celtic Heroes. Going back into the past brought about
a revival of the medieval ballad and the age of chivalry.
L!acpherson, by adding a few of his own ideas, had changed
many of Osslan's original chivalric tales, then called them
his own. Blake went to Macpherson to read ussian, for he
loved Ussian and the great ueltic adventurers of his thrilling
tales. The cloudy raw supernaturalism of ussian was extreme-
ly appealing to him. So was ussian 's technique. Blake
thought he saw possibilities in making metre more subtle by
following Macpherson' 8 method of writing unrhymed metres as
prose. Such e^eriments were seen in "The Passions", a book
never published. He retained the Ossianlc septenary yet
1. Yeats, W. B., Poems of William Blake
, p. 91
2. Damon, S. Foster, V/illiam Blake - His Philosophy and
Symbols
, p. 27
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dropped the custom of printing it as prose. One can readily
see in his early poems how completely Ossian adventure
dominated. It g^peared in "Gwin, King of Norway", "Fair
Eleanor", of his "Poetical Sketches" only to reappear again
in "Tiriel", the first one of his Prophetic Books. While
"Tiriel" is a mystic legend, heavy in verse and narrative
appeal it has an Ossianic grandeur. Blake openly professed
to admire Ossian, believed in this volume used by Macpherson,
let €ilKer)
and would have acc^ted^s praise, or even criticism as-
similating him with Ossian. One finds that even while Blake
imitated Ossian in his early work, he so overwhelmed his later
work with mysticism that Ossianism is left far behind. Yet
even so, he shared in the admiration for Ossian and retained
it long after the rest of the world had out-grown it.
'Jhe Part Bomanticism Plays in his Engravings
In art as in literature, Blake showed a love of a
dream world, an interest in nature, an interest in animals,
and an interest in the past and the future.
His Love of a Dream World in Art.
As Blake proved himself a Romanticist in his poetry
so he proved himself a Romanticist in his art. The shortest
road of escape from any hard world is into oneself, to lead
the life of imagination and of dream, an escg^ie into an ivory
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tower, it is often called. V/hile Botticelli, Giorgione, El
Greco, and »Vatteaa occur to us as so many adepts at reverie,
Blake, summoned from his ivory tower, occurs to us as a most
imposing dreamer. In Blake’s exalted art, we find little
weakness, no casual reverie of the dream type. There have
been many artists of this mystical type of the Homantic
School. There are Ferdinand Knopf the Belgian, Redon the
late Parisian, and ilunch the Norwegian, yet none of these men
seem in any way con^arable to Blake in power and attractive-
ness.^ Blake’s hallucinations, which daily presented them-
selves to his inner eye were crystal clear. He spoke in
familiar terms with the apostles, with the loiig dead English
kii^s and queens. Even the visions he had for the future,
strange and beautiful as they might be, had always a complete
lucidity. The clarity and the hardness of this genuine mystic
seems very unlike that of the soft and self-indulgent dreamer
of the Watteau type. ’’The Morning Stars dang Together", an
engraving from Blake’s "Book of Job" shows the con5)lete clarity
and precision of his method. Here where he seems most mystical
he is least vague; he commands his dream in each situation.
He has a C£4)acity to maintain a calmness and a remarkable
integrity in face of actual hallucination which makes him
^irltually the superior of most artists of this dream type.
1. Gardner, Charles, William Blake; The Man
, p. 33
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An Interest in ITature .
In his engravings as well as in his poems, Blalce
makes reference through ^mbols to the world of nature. He
uses nature as a background for human life.
Nature a Back-
ground for Life. In his. reference to the world of
nature, Blake never makes an appeal through the senses, but
always through the spirit. He uses nature as a background
for human life in "Raphael and Adam in Conversation with Eve
Ministering to them." Ihis is an eigraving from the "Para-
dise Lost" series. Blake here seems to translate the
commonest appearances of nature into spiritual Idioms. Here
we find Eden, its tree with ripened fruit and a sei^pent coil-
ing itself spirally about its trunk. On the plain at the
base of a low hill, animals of various descriptions are
roving about. "Delicate flowers cover the earth while
benches and a table for the celestial feast spring up from
the ground in Gothic forms as if growing naturally. In a
setting of this kind are placed Adam, Eve, and the Angel
Raphael, possessing a beauty of proportion and a purity of
outline which the Greeks vrould easily have recognized. The
architecture of the design is emphasized by the magnificent
curve of Raphael's wing, fomlng a beautiful ogee arch and
by the arch of palms and floral sprays within vhich stands
the gracious Eve."^
1. Cary, Luther E., 7/illiam Blake and His V/ater Colors
, p. 50
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In these Eden pictures the color is eloquent of a
mildness embodied in these fair tranquil outlines. There
are soft pale greens, violets, and blues delicately separated
yet producing a fused impression of glad sweet color ever so
little hushed to reflect the prophecy of danger in the visit
of the angel. The design has been conceived in one mood
without loss of energy and carried out into another without
forced symbolism.
Nature a Place
for Deity. Blake, in his Interest in nature, used
it as a background for human beings, but he also used it as
a place for Deity. In his engravings of the "Book of job"
we find God visiting Job. Job may have gone out into the
forest to pray; he msy have gone on the moxintain top or in
the vheat fields. Job in his conversations with the Deity
are usually out in nature where he can find peace and consola-
tion in his prayers.
It is curious to notice how this love of Nature
began shyly to lift its head during the age of rationalism,
the so-called "prosaic" eighteenth century. The parallelism
of dates in this century between poets and painters is striking.
Thomson, author of "The Seasons", was born in seventeen
hundred, and Wilson, the first important landscape painter
only fourteen years later. Collins, with a true sylvan note
in his song, is almost exactly contemporary with Gainsborough,
while Blake, bom in seventeen hundred fifty seven, shines as
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a double star In the firmament of the second half of the
century.
An Anti-Nature
Tendency in Art. As Blake had an anti-nature tendency
noticeable in his poems, of which we have already spoken, so
he had an anti-natvire tendency in his engraving. His
philosophy in art was the assertion that the imagination is
more trustworthy, that the ideal is more actual than the real.^
Knowiiig this we understand why Blake felt that the imagina-
tion had outline, when nature itself does not have it. This
may have been the reason why in his engravings his female
figures were often exaggerated in the direction of their
forms; they often swing upon big hips. They let out and
loosened long and luxuriant hair. As the women appeared too
womanish, so his men often appeared too athletic, and his
very old men too preposterously old. These were mental im-
pressions so naturally were not as accurate as an impression
from a model. Sven if he did exaggerate, he did not do it
by distortion, as many of the decadent mystics did.
An Interest in the Past in Blake* s Art
.
As Blake went back into the past for his Sliza-
bethan song patterns, so he looked to the Middle Ages for his
motifs to justify the reverence he held for engraving. Having
1. Cary, S. L., 'Jilliam Blake and His V/ater Golor Drawings ,
pp. 41-42
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studied with Flaxman he began with the flatness of the
Florentines for these were what Flaman cherished. He added
to this his memories of the recumbent effigies of Gothic tombs
he had visited and studied at Westminster Abbey. Gothic
architecture, to Blake, was as intoxicating a revelation as
the discovery of Ldichel a ngelo and Dttrer in the sales- rooms of
Christie and Langford. It seemed that Gothic architecture
sank its spirit inwards upon his soul and kept reappearing
again and again in the architectural fragments of his own
designs. From the time Blake attended Mr. Pars' School in
the Strand he had copied plaster casts and plaster bits of the
human bocfy. His education in art probably was more surely
advanced from his desultory wanderings in sale rooms and in
private galleries of noblemen.
Blake was greatly Influenced in his own art by
Flaxman' s classicism. It was Flaxman who taught him to avoid
foreshortening and perspective; incidentally to avoid the
foreshortening of Rubens and Veronese. For Flaxman high art
was flat art; everything, he thought could be done by pure
line upon a single plane. Above all, that line must never
falter and come to nothing. This principle of Flaxman’
s
became the firmest of Blake's principles. Blake loved, most
in art, as had Flaxman, that lucidity and decision of outline
that can be seen best in the Hlgin marbles and the simpler
designs of Michelangelo. The thing he disliked most was
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what we now call Inrpressionism, the sacrifice of form to tint,
the cloudland of the mere colorist.
V/hile he followed Flaxraan, he also had much in
common with Hogarth . Both denounced the art of their day.
Blaice, as had Hogarth, called it a deception to place a model
before him and to paint it as he saw it. Blake felt that to
do that was "no better than any other manual labor; anybody
might do it and the fool will do it best, as it is a work of
no mind.*’^ Blake, who had never studied anatomy used this,
I believe, as his reason for not copying a model. The fact
was that he was not able to do it well. It was easier to
make his figures engines of emotion. By making them abstrac-
tions he subordinated the facial expression to his design.
Blake probably never had seen any good oil paintings of the
Flemish School, but holding them to be the source of the art
of his day, he had denounced them with violence. Had not
Rubens and Rembrandt sacrificed the intellectual outline to
indefinite lights and shadows? Had they not renounced
imaginative things for what seemed to him nothing but unimag-
inative copying of corporeal life and lifeless matter? V/ere
they not enemies of Raphael, Michelangelo, and Dtlrer? So
they were his enemies. Blake was really making in a blind
hopeless sort of way, something of the same protest made
1. Craven, Thomas, Men of Art
, p. 363
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afterwards by the pre-Raphaelites with more success.
A Modem Tendency In his Idea of Nature in Art .
Bla^e seems in his idea of nature to have been a
hundred years ahead of his time, for at the beginning of the
nineteenth century he was urging upon the world the ideas to
which, at the beginning of the twentieth century we only
gradually are now becoming accustomed. He had been heard
to ask, "Shall painting be confined to sordid drudgery of
facsimile representations of merely mortal and perishing
substances and not be as poetry and music are, elevated into
its own proper sphere of invention and visionary conception?"^
His answer was "No, it shall not be so! Painting as well as
poetry and music exists and exalts in immortal thoughts."
Painting, poetry, and music Blake called "the powers of man
conversing with Paradise", and when he took up a pencil or
2
a graver he said he was "drunk with intellectual vision."
This intellectual vision is the link that binds him to the
band of modem artists who are rejecting even such degree of
"facsimile interpretation"^ as the precursors of Inpression-
ism retained and vho seek emotional equivalents for the sights
of the visible world. "They approach nature, as Blake did,
to discover in it the raw material upon which their imagina-
1. Cary, Luther E., V/llliam Blake and His Water Colors
.
pp. 39-4D
2. Ibid., pp. 40-41 In the Boston Museum of Fine Arts.
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tlon may work, to distil from it, the poetry of fresh rela-
tions and subtle harmonies of color, of line, of thought, and
of form.'*^ This intense reaction to nature is not less
characteristic of Blake than of Cezanne and Van Gogh. Van
Gogh after painting a portrait as faithfully as he can.
Instead of placing a stupid wall as a background, paints the
infinite,- colors it a rich blue background, against which
shines a girl’s blond hair, as a star would against an azure
sky. To see Nature in this way is to see it with the eyes
of imagination, and Blake repeatedly has insisted that ”to
the eyes of the man of imagination, nature is imagination
itself.” Blake, ”as our modem Cezanne, had reached that
inner unity between the spirit of a subject and his own
spirit, vhich actually corresponds to mysticism. Blake ar-
rived at this unity through an impassioned contemplation he
had with religious meditations .”*• It is exceedingly inter-
estiz]g to note that our eighteenth century idealist might
actually have paved the way for our modem idealists,
Cezanne and Van Gogh. It is a coincidence that all three
treat nature through the spirit rather than through the senses.
In our study of Romanticism we have thus noted
that Blake used many of its phases both in his poetry arxi in
1. Cary, Luther 12., William Blake and His V/ater Colors ,
pp. 39-40
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his engraving. he might then rightfully be called in every
sense of the word, a true Romanticist.
• / fV
^evo nl boIiAO yXiatsdn^li ne/U J^risiin ©h
0
izloltamtof. Bini a ,Jbiow soJ ^o aenee
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THE ELEMENT OP EMOTION
A Large Eange of Emotion
The emotions have played an important part in both
Blake's poetry and in his ei^ravings. In his engravings,
those elements which play the finer part are the energetic,
the terrific, the splendid, and the majestic, while the
softer emotions and the perception of what is gentle and
lovely seon less prominent and are realized with less sure-
ness and mastery. In his poetry these conditions are
reversed. He expresses in poetry with final perfection,
the innocent and simple impulses of human nature, such as
the laughter of a baby, the devotion of a parent to its off-
spring, and the trust in a Father whom the eye has not seen.
In an effort to see how this is true let us turn
to Milton's "Paradise Lost", his Bible Series, "The Book of
Job", and Dante's "Divine Comedy", which are his finest
engravings. In these engravings we find those stronger
emotions of which we have spoken, while in his "Poetical
Sketches" and "The Songs of Innocence" we shall find the
softer emotions.
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The Stronger Emotions .
The nine designs of ivlilton's *’Paradlse Lost”
possess an accurate and well- sustained execution. The
style is grand, sweeping, and terse. Lest we have forgotten
them, may we recall them by name. They are "The Creation
1 2
of Eve”
,
”The Expulsion from the Garden”
,
”Satan with Adam
3 4
and Eve”
,
’'Raphael in Conversation with Adam and Eve”
,
5
"The Downfall of the Rebel Angels”
,
and "The Temptation of
Eve”.^ The figures in each possess a dignity and a perfect
poise. They have charm and great majesty.
The Biblical pictures possess both grandeur and
majesty. Especially is this true of "The Ascension.”’^
Here is great power and a dignity in the Christ clothed in
white, rising with outspread arms in the midst of a bright
light falling from Heaven. The angels flying headlong,
point toward the light. The eleven apostles are below gaz-
ing upward, St. John standir^ to the right of Christ. The
energy in the upward motion of the figure of Christ and the
downward movement of the angels is admirably expressed. Al-
though the expression on the faces of some of the apostles
1. Engraving facing page 40
2. Engraving facing page 43
3. Engraving facing page 42
4. Engraving facing page 77
5. Engraving facing page 46
6. Engraving facing page 41
7. Engraving facing page 46
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Is grotesque, there is a sense of great feeling in each.
”The Ascension” seems to reach sublimity.
’’Moses and the Serpent” possesses an awfulness
not soon forgotten. Its harshness of color and the weird-
ness of a three-headed serpent, that you can almost feel
curling about your hand, probably give just the effect of
awe Blake wished to have it give.
’•The Last Jvidgment”, a most elaborately planned
treatment of the subject (with its hundreds of figures,
some being directed downwards, others upwards), overpowers
one as something terrific.
It was no mere chance that put it into Blake’s
head to illustrate the ’’Book of Job”. He had been brought
up on the Bible, was conscious of its amazing freshness and
derived from it his incomparable power. Hot only its
beauty, not only its tragic significance did he make his own,
but its sublime spirit. Occasionally in art we find that a
continual striving after what is great and sublime, is apt
to weary in the long run and grandeur often changes to the
grandiose. But the engravings of ’’Job” contain a grandeur
and a sublimity that will ever remain; they possess a lofti-
ness that is so much a part of his being, that the ages can-
not weary of it.
Exceptionally splendid are the very grand yet awful
designs from Dante’s ’’Divine Comedy”, some of which were left
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unfinlshed at Blaice’s death. "Francesca and Paolo" , the
most perfect, is the most moving. It has a beauty that is
tender, yet quite august. Had Blaice lived to finish the
hundred odd drawings as he planned for Mr. Linnell, a friend
of his, they might have been the crown of his labors.
Throughout all of these, his best engravings, one
gets the feeling of the energetic, the terrific, the sublime,
forces
the majestic, and the splendid. The stronger omotio^te are
at play.
The Softer Emotions .
Quite different is the feeling one gets in reading
"The Poetical Sketches" and "Songs of Innocence", the finest
of Blake's poems, which V/ordsworth and Shelley said were the
finest bits of English Literature ever published. Here is
neither rhapsody nor ecstasy, no majesty nor sublimity, but a
charm, a beauty, and a tenderness that surpasses all else.
V/hat poems in English literature have any more charm than the
ones he wrote when only eleven year& of age?
"How sweet I roamed from field to field.
And tasted all the summer’s pride.
Till I the Prince of Love beheld
Y/ho in the sunny beams did glide."
and
"My silks and fine array,
iwy smiles and languished air.
By love are driven away.
1. Figgis, Darrell, Dante by William Blake
.
Plate 92
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And mournful lean Despair
Brings me yew to deck n^y grave:
Such end true lovers have."
Starting with the first poem "To Spring"^ and going
through to the last we find many others in "Poetical Sketches"
as exquisite as the above lines. There is delicacy in:
"Sweet dreams form a shade
O’er my lovely infant's head.
Sweet dreams of pleasant streams.
By hsppy silent moony beams."
There is a tenderness in lines from "The Lamb" and
"The Shepherd" in these words;
"Little lamb, who made thee?
Dost thou know who made thee.
Gave thee life and bid thee feed
By the stream and o’er the mead;
Gave thee clothing of delight.
Softest clothing, wooly bright;
Gave thee such a tender voice.
Making all the vales rejoice?
Little lamb, who made thee?
Dost thou know who made thee?"
and
"How sweet is the shepherd’s sweet lot!
From the mom to the evening he strays;
He shall follow his she^ all the day.
And his tongue shall be filled with
praise."
There is a charm of scenery in "ITight" from "The
Songs of Innocence";
"The sun descending in the West,
The evening star does shine
The birds are silent in their nest.
And I must seek for mine.
1. Yeats, V/., B., Poems of William Blaice
. pp. 3-12
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The moon like a flower
In heaven's high bower,
\7ith silent delight.
Sits and smiles on the night."
There is beauty of word and of thought in these
words from "The Book of Thel";
"The Lily of the 7alley, breathing in the
humble grass.
Answered the lovely maid and said, "I am
a watery weed.
And I am veiy small, and love to dwell in
lowly vale;
So weak, the gilded butterfly scarce
perches on my head.
Yet I am visited from Heaven, and He that
smiles on all
Walks in the valley, and each mom, over
me spreads His hand.
Saying, 'Rejoice, thou humble grass, thou
new-born lily flower.
Thou gentle maid of silent valleys - of
modest brooks.
For thou sbalt be clothed in light, and fed
with morning manna.
Till summer's heat melts thee beside the
fovuitalns and the springs.
To flourish in eternal vales.'"
As we continue on with his later poetic works we
notice how his verse becomes more and more involved with the
greater amount of symbolism and mysticism he incorporates.
Yet the charm of scenery, the beauty of word and thought seem
to vanish in these later works.
Throiighout our entire study of emotions, we can
readily see that while the majestic, the terrific, and. the
sublime play the important part in his finest engravings,
the tender, the graceful, the peaceful, and the beautiful play
the important part in his finest poetry.
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Ignorlng of the Feelings of Individuals
V/e readily note that Blake ignores almost totally
actual life and its evolution, and that he ignores the
feelings of individuals in the society in which he travels.
He wholly ignores the coii5)licated interests of practical
life and the influences they have upon our characters. No-
where are there references made to them.
Raging Over In.iustlces
As Evidenced in his Poetry .
His "Songs of
Innocence.” But when there are certain injustices
and wrongs existing in the world at large, Blake becomes en-
raged. He feels he must speak, he must be heard. So in
"Asia” one of his Prophetic Books, Blake has the despots of
Europe get their own way with the people, whom they dominate.
Blake pours forth wrath in presenting his thesis. In vigorous
language he says*
"And the Kings of Asia stood,
-
And cried in bitterness of soul
Shall not the king call for Famine from the
Heath,
And the priest for pestilence from the fen.
To restrain, to dismay, to thin
The inhabitants of mountain and plain?"
Pain, anguish, and loss of faith are keenly expressed
\;^^s^c^ JaoaUIfi se'CCjo^l ejialS OJCn qj
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1 2
in his poems "Holy Thursday" , "The Chimney Sweeper" , and
"London"^, from his "Songs of Experience".
BlaJce displays a passion for liberty for mankind as
against a passion for liberty for one's own coxnatrymen. He
does this in "America", in which he takes the "V/ar of
Independence" as his theme. He ^ares not the angels of
Albion vsho fight against the angels of the states. It is
interesting to note that in his love for liberty for all man-
kind, he closely resembles Coleridge and Y/ordsworth.
Even more bitterness is expressed in "Lafayette"
wherein the king and queen of France consult each other as to
what they should do about bringing the people to obedience.
They decide to call out the army to eat the food of Paris, so
that the people of the town may starve and con® to terms.
Incidentally one recalls that to Shelley as well as to Blake,
the king and the priest were types of the oppressor. To
Blake, hov/ever, love seemed enslaved to moral law more subtly
than to Shelley. Life in England as pictured by Blake seemed
a life of disguise and deceit veiling us always from the beams
of the Sternal. Blake's attack on priest craft, on its
religion of terror and restraint, on the Inhuman God it made,
on the dogmatic creeds by which it kept men slaves, is equally
1. Yeats, V/. B., Poems of William Blake
, p. 67
2. Ibid., p. 71
3. Ibid., p. 77
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Pestilence
Death of the First Born
- From the Plagues of Egypt Series
4
'
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vlgorous.
In “Little Boy Lost” from his “Songs of Experience"
Blake directs a blow at the cruelty of a religion which
replaces natural love by authority as a basis of religion in
these words;
“And Father, how can I love you
Or any of my brothers more?
I love you like the little bird
That picks up crumbs aroxmd the door.“
The priest slays the child because it has said it loves its
father not because it is told to do so, but out of its own
heart. This strain in Blake is like the temper of Shelley.
Blake felt that this humility which the priest wished to in-
culcate within the child was one of the vices of a false
religion, as tending to destroy proper self respect and re-
gard for the truth.
As Evidenced in his Engravings .
A Treatment of
Harrowing Incidents. Starvation, misery, harlotry, and
cruelty to children,- all that concerned the state - were
Blake’s interests at a time when no one felt or thought much
about them. Some of his engravings as well as his poems
exhibit these feelings toward conditions existing in Asia and
in Europe. Among his engravings are “Famine’’^ “Plague”,
1. Engraving facing page 94
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and "Pestilence*'^ from the "Plagues of hgypt" series, and al-
though they seem to portray the life of the early Jews, they
are really symbolical of the happenings In the Europe and the
Asia of that day. They are positively harrowing. Among his
2 3
poems are "London"
,
"The Chimney-Sweeper"
,
**A Little Boy
Lost"^, "The V/111 and 'the Way"^ and "Holy ThTirsday".^ The
poems are not so harrowing as the engravings.
7
"Pestilence"
,
one of these engravings, sometimes
called "Death to the First Bom", portrays a light striding,
passionless, blue, scaly, demon st rowing bereavement as he
passes among human beings. His great arms are lifted and
from them there seems to flow a malignant influence upon terri-
fied and roving people who faint in utter loveliness of Blaice's
rhythmic line. Light blue and gray flashes stream from the
demon’s figure and a flaming orange torch on his head dims the
ray of light from the tiny yellow torches of the town. It is
interesting to note how every line of the composition has its
place in dramatic effect and color harmony which is built on
the compliment aries, blue and orange. It is a glorious
structure with its muted yellows and greens, glorious because
against this blue donon of terror with mocking face of orange
eyes and orange hair, suggestive of flames, echo the flowing
1. Engraving facing page 93
2. Yeats, V/. B., Poems of '.Villiam Blake
, p. 77
3. Ibid., p. 71
4. Ibid., p. 80
5. Ibid., p. 120
6. Ibid., p. 67
7. Engraving facing page 93
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lines of the delicate figures in the foreground.
"Famine'*^ is interpreted with the same scrupulous
care for expropriate color and for the same inspired insight.
Where Pestilence speaks of sudden terrors and angry storms.
Famine speaks of a slowly waning vitality and a creeping
decline. The lines of the figures in ‘’Famine” are long and
straight,- a few curves are visible in a stone arch which
appears somewhat like a tomb. In the distance are stem
lines of a blue hill, greying into a cold violet below and
rising to a light flickering yellow. Here is no hint of
force, yet the details are terrible enough, for a man near
the tomb strips flesh from the arm of a corpse with his teeth
and a child seeks nourishment from its dead mother, while in
the bacljground a woman paces with the gesture of madness.
These bits of horror seem to be absorbed in a kind of repellent
impression of death and exhaustion.
“Plague”, of this same series, is well known because
of its frequent reproductions. An inexplicable woe hovers
over it; a sense of tragic culmination,- a doom settles over
one as he views the straight black lines of the pall and the
bier, the mother falling from her husband’s embrace with her
dying child, one fair corpse scarcely earthed in the foreground
and the black funereal reek of a distant fire v/hich consumes
1. Engraving facing page 94
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we Imow not what xmseen horror. It is enough to excite the
imagination of the greatest historical painter, yet Blake
was only thirty years old isdien he did it.
To neutralize these iinhappy exhibits we might turn
to the only moment when Blake seems gay. That moment is in
Milton’s "Comus”^. ’’Conrus” seems to illustrate not only the
poem laiton wrote, but Blake's own share of comic spirit at
play in a congenial wa^^ . In these engravings the gayety
never seems to be irresponsible gayety. It is gayety care-
fully planned and regulated.
Of the aforementioned poems, ’’Holy Thursday” speaks
of the starvation sijffered by orphans and by the poor of
wealthy England who are
” reduced to misery
Fed with cold and usurous hand.”
Misery is suggested in "The Chimney Sweeper", from the "Songs
of E^erience", who toils for a pittance long hours of the hot
day in an honest effort to clean rich men’s chimneys. Blake
wonders if because the sweep smiles and is joyful, England
feels he suffers no pain - no injury. He says it in this way;
" because I am happy and dance and sing,
Th^ think they have done me no injury.
And are gone to praise God and His priest
and king,
V/ho make up a heaven of our misery."
Mention of the harlot’s curse is found in "London", while refer-
1. Engraving facing page 96
2. Yeats, V/. B., Poems of William Blake , p. 72
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ence to the cruelty of children is seen in "The Little Boy
Lost."
So while we might say Blake cared nothing for the
feelings of individuals about him in everyday life, he did
care about mankind in general. He felt he must apeak, so
throughout both his poems and his engravings he tried to
right the wrongs that were existing in his day. We cannot
deny that the emotions played an in5)ortant part in Blake’s
work.
©ii:”’ nX iwes rnjiMirio i^j ^^Xeino oi oone
".JaoJ
od^ ^Tiiiiton Jbei/jo e^iBld t£S8 qv eiliiv; od
tlli ed ,d'i.:i ^jbTj*iovs rd itJd ^^;G^iJ3 al^bivlLui to u^lleo^
oa ,d.£,sqa iosjoi ad 'lo'i ad . r;i JbnJbdtea jjjoos o^iio
o,J 601*5;? ax: a-gitivi;*! jx» aid 'oxw amaoq aid d?oc Jijod^’a'xd?
?crm:iO e'.'" .^-06 aid ui -^iJaiata aisw ?sd? a-^cciw b. J id'^i
a’eadsX£ xri vus.^ ?xiG?'tOv»>xi rts Xe^^xsiq aiioiivina ad? iadj >51x06
.;ii07
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THB ELEMUIT of TSGHITIQUE
Lyriclan. a Record of His Imagination
Psychology .
A Trust in the
Inspiration of Blake’s love of poetry seemed the
the Moment.
very breath of his life to him; it
revived the sources of his inspiration and was the main-
spring of every significant thing that he achieved. Even
though he violated so many traditional laws, his power of
poetical imagination was remarkable and his writing on the
inspiration of the moment unique.
An Immediacy of
Impression. When Blake had an image he sought
above all things to give the ingress! on of that image with
immediacy, which really was the chief aim of his age to avoid.
His age insisted upon polishing and r^olishing a stanza after
considerable time and deliberation had been spent on setting
up an image. The reader of his images has a sense of some-
thing belrg hastily presented to him and again as hastily with-
drawn. He snatches a meaning or else must miss it; for
before he has time to think it out, another image has replaced
the former one. Note the rapidity of images that arise in
reading from "Auguries of Innocence":
"To see a world in a grain of sand.
And a heaven in a wild flower;
itoiJcniajBtnl siH lo jbiooofi a .n^lol'iw.l
» v:-ioX j r>ov,a?
Oidv *ii JainT A
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Hold infinity in the palm of your hand
And eternity in an hour.*'^
The poems which rank as Blake’s noblest perform-
ances in the way they quickly flash Images before us are;
’’The Crystal Cabinet”^, ’’The Mental Traveller"^, ’’William
Bond"^, and '’The Auguries of Innocence."^. These verbal
images have an abrtq)tness and a vividness but are left to
explain themselves; Blake never tried to exhibit their
meaning. In recording his poetical imagination Blake
worked rapidly, never being known to go back over a poem
to improve it.
His style.
In Blake’s manner of writing poetry one finds a
sinplicity, a forcefulness of words and a rapidity in
recording them, a sincerity in his verbal expression, and a
consistency in expression.
A Sim-
plicity. In poetry, Blake refused to adopt a pose. As
he wrote rapidly, as the ideas came to his mind, he left them
in written form, never going back over them to reconstruct
phrases or to change them. He wished to write sinply and in
some of his poetry he did. iSven though his later poems
become conplex in theme, he has never been known to gloss over
1. Yeats, W. B., Poems of V/i 111am Blake , p. 90
2. Ibid., p. 123
3. Ibid., p. 124
4. Ibid., p. 130
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hls effects, as so many of his contemporaries were in the
habit of doing. The artificiality of these conteni^oraries
displeased him very much. Collins could not more shalce it
off than Gray could shake off his over- self-contenplat ion.
No matter what Blake saw in nature, or in his daily life,
he refused, in writing about it, to gloss it over. ”To
the Ivluses" is one of his fine lyrics, in which he expresses
his dismay at the decay of poetry in England, but cries out
for the restoration of the poetry of the child-like simple
passion, vhich among the ancient poets of England sprang to
lovely life. In his ’’Poetical Sketches” we find the poem
’’Blind Ivlan’s Buff” Mihich is pretty and playful, which is
full of animation and which evinces a noble simplicity of
mind and a healthy love of honest homely sports. Another
exquisite bit of his slniplicity is found in his ’’Birds”,
wherein one not only hears the poet but the birds themselves.
A Forcefulness
of Words. There are some images to which Blake
gave a terrible compressed force through the use of but a
fev/ select words. Note the force of the words in these lines
from ’’The Tiger”;
’’What dread hand and what dread feet?
In what furnace was thy brain?
And what shoulder and what art
Could twist the sinews of thy heart?
Did He who made the lamb make thee?”
-oox-
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Not only did images flash rapidly before his mind, but he
recorded those verbal Images with a remarkable rapidity.
One has to be alert to these ever-changing images or lose
the continuity of the poem as a whole.
A Sincerity of
Yerbal Expression. Blake must speak because he has seen;
he must express what he has seen exactly as he has seen it,
clearly and accurately. He never dreamed of questioning the
correctness and the veracity of his vision. What he thought,
he saw, and it was this sxadden and sharp crystallization of
inward ideas into words which produced this impression on many
readers that his reason was unseated. It was his honesty
and sincerity in portraying that image exactly as he saw it
that brought about this feeling on the part of the observers.
A Consistency of
Expression. Through the varied handling of reason
and of morality, of humility and of forgiveness in his poems,
we find a marked consistency. His fragments no less than his
entire books have revealed him as a spontaneous and an
audacious writer, and a consistent thinker and poet. There
is no part of his writings, no casual saying, no scribbled note
on a margin of a book he had read, which is not a part of all
the rest. An absolute unity of character and of purpose runs
through all his work. Those who know him through a careful
study of his works are ready to acknowledge him as a consistent
thinker and a great poet
.
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Metrics .
A Disobedience
to Metrical Laws. The couplet was the traditional escpres-
slon of the day. True, Blake wrote couplets, but he was
happiest when disobedient to metrical laws, and to the laws of
grammar. He often dared to rhyme for pleasure, often putting
down any couplet that came to his pen. Yet somehow the life
and the soul of lyrical effect is assured to him by his very
carelessness. Blake recognized no law; he felt that all good
things are the gifts of the spirit, so trusted that the
impulse that began a poem would end it. If it did not, that
poem would simply be left unfinished. In spite of this care-
lessness, he wrote many perfect lyrics, some of which are the
best poems of "The Songs of E:?)erience" . He shov;s a true
lyrical gift and a literary finish in the very excellent poems
called "The Poetical Sketches".
Pictorial Design
Psychology .
A Record of Blake’s
Artistic Imagination. Even though Blake violated the
laws of metre and the laws of graximar and trusted to that very
flimsy school of in^iration, he had a poetical imagination
that had a clarity, a purity, and an honesty that has led
people to believe he was genuine and sincere. For his pic-
torial imagination v/e can say almost the same. His genuine-
-£0I-
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ness aad sincerity in art seemed to be developed to quite as
high a degree as his sincerity in poetry.
Originality in
Engraving. As Blake chose to use his own metres
in poetry, so he chose to invent his own process of engraving.
He called this new process illuminated printing. The style
of Basire, a former teacher, laid the foundation if his
practice in engraving, which was dry and solid and fitted for
the realization of strong and abstract pictorial thinking.
Blake wrote a poem in reverse with an impervious liquid -
(varnish 00115)0 sed of pitch and turpentine] - upon a copper
plate. He plunged this plate into an acid bath, imtil the
naked parts of it were eaten down, leaving the coated letters
of the drawing in relief like printer's type. With ink and
roller the copies were printed. After the copies had been
printed in black and white, flat water colors were added by
hand, and sometimes gilt. These were then bound together by
hand in a sheaf. If one were fortunate enough to see the
fom and the language that Blake originated one would see
lyrical poetry defined by its relation to engravings. Blake
had worked with Basire for seven years. At the age of twenty
he was a skilled engraver. In his engraving there seems to
be nothing fumbled or accidental. He admitted at the outset
that when confronted with natvire he could do nothing. With
this "vegetable world", as he called it, he wasn't concerned.
COI-
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His pictures were intended to be viewed as imag-
inative works of art, Wilenski says, ”with a few exceptions
his works are the work of a man weak in pictorial imagination
and generally insincere in the e^^jression of his mind."^
V/hat V/ilenski means by Blake’s being weak in pictorial imag-
ination is this, that except for the ten best of Dante's
"Divine Comedy", (pictures engraved in his last years) Blake
was "unable to vlsiialize a picture as a coherent, as a con-
sistent unity and whole before he began his work," that he
did not trust in his cwm Inspiration for the entire design
but resorted to a labored placing of figures and objects
about his pictorial image in order to make it a more perfect
unit - or what he thought was a perfect unit. One is led
to believe this to be true to some extent. Blake did give
us in one drawing a figure which echoes Giotto or Fra Angelico,
hard by another in the style of Reynolds or Romney. In
another drawing a Michelangelo athlete rubs shoulders with a
figure in the style of Flaxman, from whom Blake took his early
training in engraving. In an isolated one like "David and
2Goliath" we find the figure of David expressing what one
might call a Giotto-Pra Angelico streak in Blake and a figure
of Goliath, which seems a real bogy-man, expressing Blake's
"streak of numbo- jumbo. This latter might be called none
1. ¥/llenski, R. H., "William Blake as an Artist", Apollo
J.jagazine
. p. 261
2. "David and Goliath", engraving facing page 104
3. V/ilenski, R. H., "WilllcOi Blake as an Artist", Aoollo
Magazine
, p. 262
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other than his own pictorial Imagining. So far what Wilenski
says seems to be true. The same seems to be true about his
con^osition and the relation of his figures to other parts in
the picture. Gothic Renaissance, and Baroque jostle one
another and if we acc^t one set of symbols the rest of the
picture becomes unreadable. What se^is to have happened in
Blake’s case was that he found he could not translate large
parts of his picture to pictorial terms. When this happened,
he turned to his portfolios \niiere he would find the missing
figure or the details required to con^lete the sketch. In
his portfolios he had engravings after Raphael, Michelangelo,
Giotto, and masters of the Gothic times up to the Renaissance.
His own images of draped figures seemed very much like those
of the laymen of his day,- those of the Reynolds' type.^
These he labored to replace with others more in keeping with
the art which he admired. ’’In combining the two," Wilenski
says, "an astonishing mosaic of incongruities is the result."
One does not readily agree with V/ilenski at this point.
Grant it, that Blake labored to bring about a certain result,
yet that result was usually a lovely piece of work. Grant
it, that Blake used many and sundry objects to embellish his
backgrounds, yet he never failed to gather them together with
a great orderliness, a feeling of quiet and peacefulness.
1. Wilenski, R. H., "William Blake the Artist", Apollo
Magaz ine
. pp. 260-261
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llever was there confusion or chaos.
Take for instance his "Raphael Conversing with Adam
and £ve"^ from "Paradise Lost Series." Notice the details
in the baclsground and in the foreground! A serpent winds it-
self about a tree on the hill-top. Several kinds of animals
are leisurely browsing in what seans like a Garden of Eden.
Elephants drink from the streams bordered by palm trees. The
very chairs on which Adam and Raphael sit seem to rise right
out of the ground! Palm trees curl their leaves in graceful
curves above the heauis of all three figures. Raphael wears a
jeweled crown, but even this is not a sufficient adornment for
such as he. Blake surrounds his head and upper part of his
body in a "halo" of an ogee-arch shape, from which radiates
similar arches converging toward a pointed top likening the
whole unto a Gothic structure. True there is much Blake has
added to his central theme - v^hich in this picture is the
coming of naphael to warn Adam and Eve
-, yet no one can say
that these exteriors distract the attention from the main
theme; rather do they enhance its beauty. They give it an
added grandeur and solemnity, with no trace of confusion or
disorder anywhere. The same can be said for his "Last Judg-
ment" of a thousand odd figures, half of which are being
hurled down into the depths of despair while the other half are
1. Picture facing page 77
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lifted Heavenward. With all Its movement (the writhing and
agony of the bodies) there Is no confusion. If V/llenskl
really feels Blade’s method was patchy, he cannot deny that
Blake was sklllhl In doing the patching. It seems, to do
such patching would require greater skill than portraying
one simple pictorial image and letting it go at that.
What one is led to believe about V/ilenski is that
when an artist fails to imagine proper proportions or reces-
sions he is not a good artist. Wilen^l everlastingly
praises Vermeer because of his power to bring order and beauty
through the use of proper proportion and of recessions. In
his recessions, in his orderliness and serenity, Vermeer
excelled many other artists. But why should he be a measur-
ing stick for all other artists, who believe and feel as he
does or do not feel or believe as he does. There are other
ways of portraying beauty I Llany a pre-Giotto painter lacked
Vermeer’s ability in foreshortening but Giotto is to this day
considered a great painter. Several Byzantine artists failed
to show recessions and correct proportions, but today are none
the less great for lacking this ability. Emmanuel’s ’’Cosmos
and Damian” is still one of the great pictures people go to
Italy to see, yet it possesses no recessions. The Chinese
and Japanese art is flat art; it has not the third dimension,
yet vho would dare to say it has no beauty. ’JThy can not
Wilenskl see beauty in more than just one type of art?
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Style .
A Simplicity and
a 0on5>lexity. If we agree that there was beauty in
Blake's engravings and that the embelllsted bachgrotiuds and
foregrounds did not distract from the main theme of his pic-
ture, we may not be willing to state that he possessed a
certain simplicity in the midst of all his embellishment.
Yet in many engravings he did. It is Wilenski who claims
there must be "sln^jlicity above all else", yet even simplicity
may be void of all meaning. ilany of Blake's pictures
possess a certain complexity, which with a little careful
study, are brought within one's understanding - the complexity
having been reduced to a minimum. IJany of his other pictures
possess a grand simplicity. There are "The Infant Jesus
1 2
Praying"
,
"The nativity" and "The Ascension" from the Bible
3 4
aeries. There are "Famine" and "Pestilence" from the
Plagues of iSgypt aeries, and "Coraus". How simple they are
yet how grand! How few lines! How sweeping are Blake's
wide long curves! How full of meaning the picture’. Here
is an absence of embellishment! Here are inspirations of the
moment - pictorial images of his own making.
Wilenski in his article in the Apollo Llagazine
refers to the last ten of Dante's "Divine Comedy" as being the
1
. aee pi cture facing jpage 39
2. See picture facirg page 45
3. aee picture facing page 94
4. aee picture facing page 93
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only pictures imaged by Blake as pictorial unities. He
says, ’’These ten are more faithful expressions of Blake's
individual pictorial mind than any earlier ones.” Has he
not seen these of which I have spoken above? Wherein do
they fail to possess pictorial unity - they are earlier ones?
When these are compared with the ten of the "Divine Comedy”
one finds them a great deal more beautiful, with a theme
that is much more easily read than the theme in the Dante
group. The unity might have been secured in these ten v/ith
a simplicity, but the interpretation does not seem to be any
more easily or quickly rendered.
Wilenski said that when Blake "rid himself of his
portfolios, he bad to force his layman's imagination to the
point of pictorial form and as a result secured perfection.”
He secured this perfection before he rid himself of his port-
folios. To Y/ilenski he hadn't secured perfection until he
began using recessions and correct proportions. This was
the time he chose to do it in the last ten of his "Divine
Comedy.” He also left out the patchiness (as Wilenski would
have it) of backgrounds and foregrounds which detracted from
the merit of a picture judged by Y/ilenski.
Sincerity in the
Expression of
his Imagination. Wilenski claims that Blake
"lacked courage to stop painting at a point when and where his
imaglrsition failed him; that he was insincere.” Blake may
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.feeieJonot T^C^ioIdp no -^liBse ©lom
aid 'tc "xIs'E;.ii4 Lii^ o^LaXiv ad/v-v bUe £;i.£neir'?’
©ri%f ot fioiJ£aI:&an'.i s sid ©o'xo'i oJ bad ad ,sciXol:Jioq
’•.fioiJoa'i'ieq ba-ixroaa cfXnsei a aa fcna triol Xaii03Oiq 1:c 3nioq
-iiOti aid -iQ IXoafliiii bii 04 ei^lad aciJoexieq eI43 p9*xx;o©a oH
ad ll^rsjj xioi^os'iiar bemoea j’luBd ©4 iisneXiV oT .aoilol
a£W aidi' .acioJLJioqOT:q Joaiioo bits anoiaaeoei snieii nased
©niviC” aid xO net 3a£i eiit rri J 2 oJb oi aaodo ©d eir.iJ add
blnow i:it'aii©Xi'iV aa) aasnidoJaq ©dd dno dial oalB aH ".^bamoO
Bicn'i bbdoaUajb xioixivi- al'fufo'i'geao’i ixKfi aXd«o'xsS[o£tf ito (dl ©vad
.idenaXIw \,d ainioicj £ ^ iiieai add
©xid di -idiiaonld
Iq noiaaa'scpcd
eaCfiXe dad? euiJdXo i>:aa9Xi’.. .doidaniaiiT.1 sId
aid aiadw Jbivs nedw ddioq © i-e ^Uxiisq qoda od o^iyoo badosl*’
q£!ii o^ieXa '’.o'xaoniSxii a£V7 eri dadd ;mXd l>c>Xisl; iioid£:i-i:y2i!iii
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have used a variety of figures and objects in his engravings,
he may have had an abundance of bacijground but he never tried
to make the observer believe his Imagination carried him from
the central idea into and through all of these details. Blake
was most sincere. His reason for not stopping, when his
imagination gave him the central idea, was that he felt by
embellishing the central idea he would create a more perfect
and more beautiful picture. He engraved elaborate details
for the joy he had in doing them. V/hen his spirit joined
with the Ultimate Being he was so filled with ecstasy he was
forced to tell of his experience in as beautiful a way as he
could. This expression of joy rendered in the engravings
denoted the third st^ of the ilystic V/ay - that of Illumination.
His spirit had to speak and it spoke in all earnestness and
sincerity. In so speaking it sought no material reward nor
fame. His spiritual reward was the joy it gave him in doing
the engravings.
A Consistency. As there was a great sincerity in Blake’s
engravings so there v/as a great consistency in that he never
deviated from the one aim he had in mind which was to give to
others the joy of spiritual life.
A Rhythm .
In all Blake’s engravings there is a rhythm and a
balance. There is a balance of form, a balance of figures
and objects as set against the baclcgrounds and there is a
eXxi al a‘Joo{,cfo tjxss 1o -^^ei'Lev e beaa even
&aii^ isvon 9il jjjcf brnroi-^vOficf lo eoxx£f>r:a;cfa rt£ Dxii eveii ed
ffionl: rnid iiOLiiiso aoi^eiiJt^jScni '^Id evsllecf leneado sdi’ oidcti oj
easia .aIi.c^od seed? 'to Xl£ ri-^uo'idJ i>«J3 o^ni tsaiji Ls'iiaeo adJ
aid nexlv/ ,^)::iq^,oua wOd ‘lOi doa^oi aiH .steoaiB ^aoni as-.v
ilel ad dsxid e^w ,ael>i Isd^iico exUt mid evs^ doi^jaci-^i
d'oalisq encom ja 9j£ono fcidov, ed aefci Lez^rseo adj sdidailiedme
aXiadeb 9 ;s'i;^cf«i© tavAJi^xio ©H .eidJoiq Xj-^iJdisod eioai ib.id
doclof, tiiiv-iB aid mdl ..fi&dd '^-riofi ni b-oil ad ;20 (, sdJ lol
33?/ 9d •’,^a3ieoa diiv/ deIXil oa aBv/ ed oioSHijiU edi dJiw
ed a£ xsa/ a Xwlittreecf sa al eoasl’^ecus aid xc XXw? oi deoiol
e^ivaT^fre ©ii^ jkX detoXxie'i 'to rxQiaaoicjjce eid'X .dXt/oo
.noitointdlll "io iadd - ad^ ‘So qeia diixii odi beiomb
bn& aeon-Bstaa? XXs ixi eiHcqa ii drJB xiceqa biixi JX'-.iqa aiH
'ion biswei Isiio^a.ii ox: ^d^oe tl oa nl .v^JU’ieoxiio
"£;ii jd ax mid svxi-j Ji \;oi eux Q^*f d'tswai lawiliiaa a ill .aouSi
.a^sxriva'i'giiH ^d^
a*e2ijBXe txl ’^Jiieoaia iao'xs saw o'xed^ sA . 'pxioieicncO A
lavsri ed iJ3d^ ni T^oaoiaiaaoo itaT^ a am aiecfe; oa afdsivai-^e
oi evita oi aavv doldw Jbnira til bad ed xnia eno eriit fceSaiv&.b
.e'xiX Xjfiwii'iiqa ^ol odd- siedio
. j;d;Iv.dfi A
a Xdti a el eioax e'oxeld IXa nl
se’ixraix 'iQ ootifiXad a .mio'i ‘to eoaaX^id a ei eted^' .eooaXsd
a ai eiod? bits aXra/O'XsMoad ed^ isxi.teB6 ise aJoet,cfo fixte
Ill-
balanced harmony in color, dainty as it is. Besides rhythm
and balance there was a purity. Blaice was an idealist who
of set purpose kept himself aloof from eveiything and every-
body that would or could remind him of the material world.
He kept on his lonely %stic Way never attempting to make
terms with the world. It was this grim determination coupled
with the love of the Infinite that was part of the profession
of faith that led him to that purity, which was the guiding
principle throughout his life, in his poetry, and in his
engravings. It might not be an exaggeration to say that he
lived his purity.
-.X£-
seJbiaea .si ,toXoo nX ^aomzjsd JbsoixeXao'
oxiAf ieUBCijl res a£A' e.^lS .^^I'issq 3 axiw ©i£»iiJ eoaslsa ba&
-^i^evQ £>xss «airiit^ev& xboi^ IogLs IXoexnXd Xaeai ecoq^'iwtx "io
.uXiow XjsX'ia^an sd^ ‘io xrdii fctxiXrTQi blsjoo io X:Xi;c;«v ^jsd? '^boef
oiusra 0^ ^^X^^q^uQX^£ levan y;BV. ^XenoX alxi no i^qsd eH
belcf^oo aolJSKiiiriS^ob oixis oXriX asw XI .bltow alX xiJ t.v oiira^X
aoXsae'ioiq adX lo Xijd^i e®? XxsxliJ aXlnXinl edX Xo 9voX erlX rtJ Xv/
^XTXblJJB 9*^'^ doldxf ,\;XXi«q Xadl oX oiid 5 qX iXi-st io
aid nX bc'B r^Ti^^cq aid nX ,9iXX axii Xiju£it:.no'idt sXqXOiilnq
0d ijsiiX ’^a oX nolXsiesT^sxa ix£i ocf Xon XdgXm XI .a'^XvBi^iUO
.•'iXX:i):;q. aXri bsvXI
Summary
efilT
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The Summary
In the study of William Blaice's poetry and engrav-
ings an effort has been made to consider the four elements
that make the personality of Blake. Those four elements are
the element of mysticism, the element of romanticism, the
element of emotion, and the element of technique. After
having analyzed the meaning of mysticism, the first element,
and having analyzed its characteristics or stages, I made a
study to see what part mysticism played in his poetry and
engravings. The various stages that Blake developed' in his
mysticism I Investigated. These various stages were found
to have been expressed through a symbolism of his own making,
which proved to be an aid in the development of his mysticism.
The second element, romanticism, shows Blake’s
true love of wonder and adventure, his preoccupation with the
picturesque and suggestive aspects of nature, his delight
in nature as a background for hviman and spiritual life, an
interest in the older poets and painters, all of which shov/s
him to be a true romanticist. With a keen interest in
natvire, it is surprising to note an anti-nature tendency in
both his poetry and engravings. JiVen though he goes back
into the past for his models in poetry and art, he has a modem
tendency in his use of nature that links his name with that
of Cezanne and Van Gogh.
-VBi’sne ani: s.Ti^eo!! a'Q^iciS fj'aiiliW “io Tjbuis ad^ nl
a^aaniels iwul exU leblacoo ebw nsod acrl i'loYie os
o'iB aJneinele iboI eaod^ .qi^bLE Io ^iXsa;.a*x6q sdi -ajififl-.
9/i>f ,tr.3loi?iuBfacn U Jnafliale 9iiJ .ntaxoi^a’i^n io Jiiaftitsis 9dJ
aojlA .ewplflaoed "io irxetuw?!© Oil^ ohb ^aoidoins 'io iii&cmLe
.JnymsXs Ja'ii’i oxii 'ic ^iinsera d©s-^£snB saivad
JS ofcBffl I e23S!3^6 *10 aOiXailQ JOSIBdO 3 bQ^\LBG&
liCiB
b£iB -yr-^ooq aid ni /naloiJa^ J^sq JBxiv; saa xbatz
aU Bi‘b9-0l©TOij exBia i&iiJ as^^Ja auoiiBV ©li"^ .asttxvBTi^s
basjol: eiav? ae-^^a a«ox^£v ©add- .ba^s^x Jaevai I rualoiJa'/^i
,Sni:{a(a rrao airi ‘i. aisilodn^ia b a^wo-irli bosao-i^s med avad ot
..saloi-a\jc aid lo ^aoa:.^ol9V95 adt xxi ble ob sd o^ bsvoiq
rialdw
a'e^Uia awoda ,?n9K9fo bftopoa 9dT
od? dilvr boI^b^booosi,, aid ,3*iijliX97fc£ bnB labnox^ lx
ovol exn^
jdsllsb aid 'xo. aJoeqaB evldae-g^e bxis eJJpa&1«^olq
C3
,
0'ill iBBvUti-'.e dfiB xia.twri lo'i bitwaTS^^OBd b 3B dii/Xscr
at
3 .70d8 nold'*' ^0 IXb , 3'i9 J:;lsq Joxib alaoq -lablo add at
^zQaoial
at ^aeioJfll xioajf b dJl. .Jalol^rtBffioi ex/i^ b 9d
mid
cl x^oaebjtie^ eiBJen-l^nxi rts e+oxi •^Xaliq’txfa al
SI ,eixjJiiu.
iOBti aeos ad d^wod^ B9V- .esclYBi^rsa baa ^1U9oq aid ri-Jod
.Tieb^jun B ax^d ea bnfi ^Ti^^aoq at slobom aid 'lol '.^a^q 9dJ
oifcl
^£dJ dSh9 ou-xic. aid adciX iBd^ atx/JBC 'to aau aid at ^ocabcsd
.djiO-D a&y bcB acxiasiaO ‘lo
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The study of the element of emotion brought out
some contrasts in Blafce’s work. V/hile Blake shows in his
engravings the stronger emotions, such as the energetic, the
majestic, the terrific, and the sublime, these are not
evidenced in his best poems. !Dhe softer emotions such as
tenderness, pity, sweetness, grace, charm, and beauty are
present in his best poems, yet not present to as great a
degree in his best engravings.
.
V/hile Blake ignored the feel-
ings of individuals in the society in which he moved, he
became bitterly enraged over the injustices that existed in
the world at large. His various poems and engraving's show
this clearly.
A study of the technique of Blake brings out
similarities rather than contrasts in his poetry and engrav-
ings. When it came to the writing of poetry, Blake trusted
to the inspiration of the moment, and he sought above all
things to give the impression of verbal images with immediacy.
Many of his poems are noted for the rapidity with which the
images are flashed before one’s eyes. In his engravings,
although Blake trusted to inspiration, in order to gain a
certain perfection, he labored in recording images. In both
his poetry and his engravings a simplicity of manner, a force-
fulness, a sincerity, and a consistency in expression exist.
Blake used originality in the handling of his metres for his
poems just as he used originality in the process of his
-5II-
^SJQ ^d^yjo'xo' no I j OHIO !: .tnoiuels oxtJ Iv oxiT
aid at av;Oiia 0:}vJBltt eliriv. -3now a’e^isIS ai 8^3£*i?j300 i).i.os
9ri<f .oi^Qjaieri!^ odJ e/i dons ,3noi^one 1 93001 Je ©rid’ a^oivai^o©
ioa ©16 aBodi ,oc*lXdni3 odd bo© (Orxiiisd- ©xid ,oid3©?^JE5ai
86 done; sooidcfl© led-'ios ©xi? .bxi-ooo iaed aid oi jbeoriafiiv©
916 \;tijri9o baz ,nrx6do ,90<»i^ .saoadoswa ,839xrxobnod
6 j’6ei3 aa od- dcoeen^ doxi do'^ ,aaiGoq dasa .^Id oi dxiaasiq
-loa'i 3ild beioo-^i q. ziE ©XifiVi
.
. a^nivsiv^ne daoc sid xiJt esisab
9d ,Jb9v-om od xioxd? ni ^doloos Dxid at alBad tribal ‘t^ a^al
at beJaIX3 dadj asoidau^oi ©^.d isvc bQ-p^irie N;£ioddIu e;60Ov
woi-i. avxiivni^ixo 006 imeog anoiiov alii . 9316I d6 i)xi ow 9xid
.V.X'ieoXo 3xdd
dno a^Tflid ©jXbIG "io onpixiiioed' odd 1-j A
-V61309 Jbxt6 )^di)Oq eid xxi £d26idxioo AisrU loddni aoi d XifiXixiia
bedanu ©r-inXa ^-Tidsoq xc ^oXdiiw odd cd orotio :i oou.,' .a-joi
XX6 9VO06 diTanoa od Jbioe jdxioiiiara ©xij to xtoi Jaiiqesxji ©dd od
,^0 £lX(Oiiaai Aidi.v aa^nuiX l6oir*v to aoieao'iqmt axid svi® cd BsxxidJ
odd doidw AjIw ^dXti.-jEi ©xid lot bedoo &ie asieoq aid to
^a^iiXvai-jrte aid ol .c&\'e a'eco ©lytecJ bsdefiXt 013 aa^suiX
6 oiiis .. d lobio di ^aoldSiXqsixi od bodanid ©Oi^Xd xisnoadXd
ddocf xil .ee^/ti gxiXbiooei xxl beiodel ©rl ,aoXJoeii©q oixidiso
-0Oiot 6 ,i©iuiXi/Tj to -^TioiXciKiis 6 a^dl v.t'i-06 sid 0^*6 •\ii.‘fooq eixl
.dsXix© ooXasoiqxKe nl '^ooedeXuxioo 6 Fioo ,\;dIioorX8 6 ,eaorxInt
sid lot aaidexii sid to ^cixX-xisri ©xid ni \j3XXi-uxi-8iio besa ©r-jsXS
aid to aasooiq or.d xrX AjdiXanisiio been 9d as dsnj, acasoq
r
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engraving. As there is a rhythm and a swing to his poetry,
so there is a balance of fom and a harmony of color in his
engravings. Besides rhythm and balance, there is purity.
Blake obtained this purity through an ideal tovard which he
strove daily. He was an idealist until his last day. He
maintained a love for the Infinite which was a part of the
faith that led him to adopt a type of purity that is
apparent not only in his work but also in his daily life. It
is this freedom from alloy - this striving for the ideal,
which he thought was the highest in all life,- that made him
the great poet and engraver that he was.
^\^xSeoq sid Oit gnlwa s baa 3 'it eTiortr sA .-galyai^e
Bid at *roIoo “lo TjcoiiHBri s jjos icrro'i lo oocieiLbcf b ai e'^ari^ oa
. 3
1
©“xodw .oonsisd ba& ni£ii%&i 39l>iaGS » z’^ln3'i%ae
9d doidw iaebi; m d^g^/ond^ eZd? bdai^&cj SiisXa
&H -zab Jafij: aid Itista ^aiiaobl a3 a-dw ©H ©voiia
edJ ^isq & asv/ xioid?; e^iIxilx^I ad^ lOi avoX « £>exijtSxtnXjQin
3 1 tfixid ^ Jqods fflxxt joal d^xCi
Jl .9lil 'iIXso aid nX oaXxj Jtaf 2ftow ala at ^^Ino taa Jf£6*2;BoqB
,l£ebX ©il? 10^ s^Xviftia aldJ - moLeeil sidJ ex
siM 9bBr:i ’.Bill XXb at ^ssdaid ©d^ a^esf JxiQjJOil? exi rtoxxiw
.a^xv; exi levB'X'^s bus SBoq tQQ't'g saJ
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The engravings were published by the Oxford University
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The Photographs (which are the larger pictures, - one
in color -) were done by the photography department at the
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original picture.) The following are photographs;
1. Famine
2. Pestilence
3. Woman Taken in Adultery
4. Ascension
5. David and Goliath
The others are engravings.
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